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Chapter 2. Working Group Reports 
 

2.1. Faulting and Earthquake Cycles 
 

 
 

SCIENTIFIC MOTIVATION  

When and where do large, damaging earthquakes happen? There has been remarkable progress on this 
central question in earthquake science in the twenty-first century. We now directly observe that faults fail 
sporadically at a range of rates and timescales, with slow and rapid slip interacting to produce complex 
temporal and spatial patterns of movement. The remarkable number of great subduction zone earthquakes 
in recent years has enabled evaluation of their relationship to tectonic setting and prior activity in the region. 
In subduction zones, networks of faults accommodate deformation, including the megathrust and faults in 
the overriding and subducting plates. Evidence is accumulating that there are systematic relationships 
among subduction zone architecture and deformation history, megathrust properties, and the tendency for 
large earthquakes. Furthermore, tantalizing new observations of possible relationships among different 
types of fault slip behavior open up new avenues of exploration that will allow us to make significant strides 
in understanding controls on modes of deformation and earthquake hazards. Much of this evidence is 
coming from subduction zones, where the world’s largest earthquakes happen. The SZ4D Faulting and 
Earthquake Cycles effort is focused around four central questions, detailed below, that define the limits of 
what we know about when, where, and why large earthquakes occur.  

Significant overlaps exist between Faulting and Earthquake Cycles (FEC) and other components of the 
SZ4D initiative. Subduction zone hazards, including earthquakes, are linked through their shared 
dependencies on architecture, material properties, fluid migration, and the state of stress. These properties 
are shaped by systems-scale tectonic, magmatic, and sedimentary processes operating over millions of years. 
Faulting and earthquakes create rapid, punctuated changes to the system that shape geomorphology, 
modulate the state of stress, and trigger mass wasting events, volcanic eruptions, and earthquakes in other 
parts of the system. As a result, a fundamental understanding of the science that drives subduction hazards 
requires comprehensive studies of the interactions between tectonic evolution, faulting and earthquakes, 
landscape and seascape evolution, and magmatic processes. 

To make further progress in our understanding of faulting and earthquake hazards and connections 
between individual events and the subduction system requires overcoming key data limitations. The 
working group has mapped scientific questions onto specific knowledge gaps, information needs, and 
activities or instrumentation using a traceability matrix framework. The group then sequenced the needs 
into an integrated science plan that includes observational, laboratory, and theoretical components. Moving 
past a notional plan of activities to a detailed implementation plan requires the selection of study areas. We 
have detailed the ideal generic attributes of subduction zones where we could address the scientific 
questions and inventoried these attributes for global subduction zones. The regions that appear 
scientifically attractive for the FEC part of SZ4D based on this screening are described near the end of the 
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chapter. The selection of sites for study within SZ4D need to take into account the scientific needs of all 
components of SZ4D, discussions with domestic and international partners, and logistical considerations, 
which are described in Chapter 4.2.   

 
SCIENCE QUESTIONS  

The overarching question of the Faulting and Earthquake Cycles component of SZ4D is: When and where 
do large, damaging earthquakes happen? Earthquake studies are motivated by developing a fundamental 
framework that can address questions of direct societal importance. Full earthquake prediction has been 
elusive, and perhaps impossible, but physical models of fault failure do predict important features of the 
earthquake cycle that should be tested against observational data. In order to facilitate these tests, we break 
up this major question into four sub questions that focus on different aspects of the earthquake problem, 
each of which has societal consequences.  

Question 1: How do subduction zone fault systems interact in space and time? How do these fault systems 
and associated deformation regulate subduction zone evolution and structure? 

Subduction fault systems accommodate deformation at temporal scales ranging from the earthquake cycle 
(tens to hundreds of years) to millions of years. A comprehensive understanding of deformation and 
associated hazards in subduction zones thus requires knowledge of how these faults interact in space and 
time. In some cases, slip on the megathrust can propagate onto splays and trigger slip on faults in the 
overriding and downgoing plates through dynamic or static stress changes (e.g., Lay et al., 2011; Gomberg 
& Sherrod, 2014; Fan et al., 2017; Obana et al., 2018). Deformation and seismicity in the subducting plate 
may also precede and influence megathrust failures (e.g., Dmowska et al., 1988; Bouchon et al., 2016). Faults 
in the overriding and downgoing plates can produce large earthquakes and tsunamis that are damaging in 
their own right (e.g., Figure FEC-1), but often the geometry, extent, and rupture history of these faults, and 
thus their expected hazard, are less well constrained than those of the megathrust. The hydraulic 
connectivity of fault systems also controls the distribution, pressure, and composition of fluids on a range 
of timescales (coseismic to geologic), which may in turn control slip behavior by mediating effective stress 
(e.g., Ranero et al., 2008; Wells et al., 2017; Warren-Smith et al., 2019; Bonini, 2019; Sun et al., 2020; J. M. 
Gosselin et al., 2020). To unravel a region’s interconnected processes and hazards, we must collect detailed 
information on the geometries, material properties, and interactions within subduction zone fault systems; 
the distribution of fluids; the extent to which faults are locked and accumulating strain (hereafter 
“coupling”); and fault slip at timescales of seconds to millions of years. Key requirements include 
constraining deformation and fluid flow from high-precision seismicity studies, fault geometries and fluids 
from seismic reflection and controlled-source electromagnetic (CSEM) imaging, fault properties from 
exhumed fault systems, slip history from paleoseismic records, and material properties from experiments. 
Constraints on coupling are needed to provide context for the distribution of deformation across fault 
systems. Numerical modeling is required to synthesize geological and geophysical observations and 
extrapolate through space and time. 

Subduction zone fault systems develop and evolve in response to tectonic and geomorphic forcing over 
millions of years. For example, climate- and tectonic-modulated erosion on shore controls the volume, 
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distribution, and composition of sediments delivered to the trench and subducted, thus influencing 
megathrust properties and behavior and forearc deformation (e.g., Lamb & Davis, 2003); variations in the 
rate of sedimentation can also influence the development of elevated pore fluid pressures near the trench 
(e.g., Meridth et al., 2017). Subduction zone faults produce destructive slip over timescales of seconds, which 
in turn modifies the landscapes and seascapes by triggering mass wasting and altering the topography (e.g., 
Leithold et al., 2017; Roland et al., 2020). As a result, spatially and temporally localized faulting plays a 
critical role in regulating the geometries, stress states, and strain partitioning of subduction zones.  

Understanding the role of fault systems on subduction evolution and structure requires constraining 
current and past subduction zone and fault system configurations from onshore/offshore geological and 
seismic records and from geophysical imaging. Integration between activities in FEC and Landscapes and 
Seascapes (L&S) components of SZ4D will, for example, link fault deformation to surface processes over 
single-event to geological timescales and greatly advance our understanding of these processes. 

 

 

 
 
Figure FEC-1. An interpreted seismic section along the northern Hikurangi margin showing fault systems in the 
accretionary prism (red lines) and downgoing (blue lines) plates and their geometric relationship to the megathrust 
(black line) (P. M. Barnes et al., 2020). This region experiences slow slip events and tsunamigenic earthquakes. Drill 
sites for IODP Expedition 375 are shown. 
 
 

Question 2: What controls the speed and mode of slip in space and time?  

Slip along the subduction megathrust ranges from continuous creep to the punctuated rupture 
characteristic of major subduction earthquakes. In between these two extremes there is a spectrum of slip 
behavior, including quasi-episodic slow slip events (SSEs) and low and very low frequency earthquakes 
(LFEs and VLFEs). These different styles of slip determine whether strain accumulation and release is 
expressed violently through damaging earthquakes or harmlessly through slow fault slip. One of the major 
goals of SZ4D is to understand the physical processes and conditions controlling the speed and mode of 
fault slip and how these processes and conditions evolve in space and time. Although a range of slip 
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behaviors is also observed on other types of fault systems, this question is most viably addressed on 
subduction zone megathrusts given that they host the largest earthquakes and fastest slip rates, despite 
limited access to the fault. 

It has long been understood that slip behavior varies spatially along the megathrust, with some segments 
characterized by great earthquakes and others sliding aseismically. The ability to measure deformation in 
some subduction zones using geodetic methods now allows us to distinguish segments that are locked and 
accumulating strain towards the next earthquake rupture from others inferred to be less seismically coupled 
or even continuously sliding, and to identify areas experiencing quasi-episodic SSEs. The discovery of 
“slow” earthquakes (e.g., tremor, VLFs) and aseismic, geodetically detected slow slip, demonstrates that slip 
behavior is diverse, and that fault coupling varies in time (e.g., Dragert et al., 2001; Obara, 2002; Frank, 
2016). The resulting picture is complex, with substantial variations in spatiotemporal patterns of locking 
and strain energy release, manifested in varying styles of slip on the megathrust (e.g., Ito et al., 2013; Ruiz 
et al., 2014; Yokota & Ishikawa, 2020; Figure FEC-2).  

 
Figure FEC-2.   Spatial relationships between different modes of slip detected by seafloor instrumentation in the Nankai 
Subduction Zone (Yokota & Ishikawa, 2020). The gray shaded area indicates regions with a coupling coefficient greater 
than 0.5. The blue contour shows the regions of high slip during two magnitude 8 events in the 1940s. The red rectangle 
delineates the location of the 2017–2018 shallow slow slip event, and blue regions show the locations of deep, slow slip 
events. Pink circles indicate the location of very low frequency earthquakes.   
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Many factors have been proposed to influence the distribution of slip in space and time. Some hypotheses 
focus on physical properties of fault zone materials, including fault composition, structure, and rheology 
across scale lengths of nanometers to kilometers (e.g., den Hartog & Spiers, 2013; Hawthorne & Rubin, 
2013; Ujiie et al., 2013; Saffer & Wallace, 2015; Trütner et al., 2015) and heterogeneity that leads to a mixed 
brittle-ductile behavior (e.g., Fagereng & Sibson, 2010; Skarbek et al. 2012; P. M. Barnes et al., 2020). Other 
studies suggest the distribution and composition of pore fluids and pore-fluid pressures are highly 
important (e.g., Liu & Rice, 2007; Kitajima & Saffer, 2012; Song et al., 2009; Warren-Smith et al., 2019; 
Hooker & Fischer, 2021) or focus on the roughness and topography of the downgoing plate (Wang & Bilek, 
2011, 2014). A comprehensive evaluation of these and other proposed processes through a combination of 
observations from a well-studied region, geologic studies of analog systems, experimental studies, and 
numerical modeling are needed to determine fundamental controls on the speed and mode of slip.    

Fault systems directly associated with subduction zone volcanoes produce a similar spectrum of seismic 
signals (e.g., volcanic tremor), which have been attributed to pore-fluid pressure and fluid movement (e.g., 
Gestrich et al., 2020). A better understanding of coupling between deformation and fluid flow, and the 
resulting seismic signals that could fingerprint these interactions, are relevant for both the FEC and 
Magmatic Drivers of Eruption (MDE) components of SZ4D, as described in the chapter on Cross-Cutting 
Science Themes. 

Answering Question 2 will require measurements of slip events over a wide range of timescales in both 
onshore and offshore environments. A combination of seafloor geodetic instruments and densely 
distributed ocean-bottom seismometers are needed to acquire the necessary very high-resolution data 
offshore. The onland component of the observations can be achieved using a combination of terrestrial 
seismometers, the global navigation satellite system (GNSS), and the new capability of the planned NASA-
ISRO Synthetic Aperture Radar (NISAR) mission. Once these fundamental observations of subduction 
zone behavior are obtained, an integrated numerical modeling, experimental, and observational effort will 
be needed to understand the processes responsible for this behavior. This will include mapping structure 
from geophysical imaging and field mapping, collecting physical properties measurements downhole and 
from recovered cores, studying exhumed fault zones at analog sites, and measuring material properties in 
the laboratory. 

Question 3: Do distinctive precursory slip or distinctive foreshocks occur before earthquakes? What causes 
either foreshocks or precursory behavior? 

Most, but not all, large earthquakes are preceded by foreshocks close in space and time, which may suggest 
that a preparatory process leads to the eventual mainshock (e.g., Bouchon et al., 2013; Trugman & Ross, 
2019). However, such foreshock sequences are currently only recognized in retrospect. There is a long 
history of investigations of such seismicity changes leading up to large earthquakes, given the clear 
implications for short-term earthquake forecasting (e.g., Mogi, 1969; Hardebeck et al., 2008; Brodsky & Lay, 
2014; Kato & Ben-Zion, 2020, Figure FEC-3). In some cases, there is evidence from geodetic observations 
or the occurrence of repeating micro-earthquakes that such precursory foreshock activity is associated with 
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slow slip (e.g., Roeloffs, 2006; Kato et al., 2012; Meng et al., 2015; Radiguet et al., 2016; Socquet et al., 2017; 
Obara & Kato, 2016; Ruiz et al., 2014). Earthquake cycle computer simulations and laboratory experiments 
also suggest that slow slip events in or near the area of final rupture may be common (e.g., Barbot, 2020; 
Matsuzawa et al., 2013; McLaskey, 2019; Nakata et al., 2016).  

Observations of precursory slow slip and associated foreshocks indicate that accelerated creep can initiate 
or trigger large damaging earthquakes, potentially providing an opportunity to raise hazard alert levels 
when such episodes occur (e.g., Mignan, 2014). The most spectacular of such patterns were recently 
observed prior to large subduction zone earthquakes (Ruiz et al., 2014; Kato et al., 2012; Mavrommatis et 
al., 2014). For instance, migrating foreshocks prior to the M9 T!hoku earthquake (Figure FEC-3a) are 
intriguingly similar to seismological and geodetic observations prior to the M8 2014 Iquique earthquake 
(Ruiz et al., 2014). However, there does not appear to be a universal pattern to the existence or spatial and 
temporal scales of such precursory activity (e.g., Bürgmann, 2018, and references cited therein). Thus, at 
least two outstanding questions remain. First, are there well-defined circumstances under which precursors 
exist? Second, are apparent precursors causal or symptomatic of the impending earthquake process (Figure 
FEC-3b)?  Because of these unanswered questions, recognizing and understanding foreshock sequences 
remains an outstanding challenge (Pritchard et al., 2020).   

Answering these questions about precursory phenomena requires constraining deformation over the entire 
seismic cycle, particularly acquiring geodetic and seismic observations prior to major earthquakes. Because 
the purported precursors can be small and thus require near-fault instruments, and the megathrust is 
predominantly under water for major subduction zone earthquakes, seafloor instrumentation is essential. 
Seafloor geodetic and seismic observations will be essential and complemented by Interferometric Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (InSAR) and GNSS on land. It is equally important to be strategic about site selection for 
this question because we cannot currently predict earthquakes based on the occurrence of foreshocks, 
transient creep, or other phenomena. Subduction segments that are known to be capable of seismogenic-
zone-spanning earthquakes and are late in the earthquake cycle provide the best chances of capturing 
needed data. Building an international portfolio of instrumented subduction zones through SZ4D efforts 
and international collaborations would maximize the overall probability of definitively delineating the 
extent or absence of precursory activity before a large earthquake.  
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Figure FEC-3. (a, top) Spatiotemporal evolution of foreshocks (blue circles) preceding the March 11, 2011, M9 T!hoku-
oki earthquake. Red dashed lines show apparent earthquake migration fronts propagating at 2 to 10 km per day. Note 
the clear spatiotemporal progression both during the extended period in late February of 2011 and in between the M 
7.3 foreshock and the mainshock (from Kato & Ben-Zion, 2020, modified from Kato et al., 2012). (b, bottom) Illustration 
of possible earthquake initiation models and associated foreshock scenarios involving substantial slow slip (preslip 
model), standard triggering relations (cascade model), or a combination of the two (rate-dependent cascade up model). 
Laboratory experiments support the importance of an accelerating earthquake nucleation process that expands to a 
critical nucleation length scale (Lc) preceding the dynamic mainshock rupture (from McLaskey, 2019).   
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Question 4: Under what physical conditions and by what processes will slip during an earthquake displace 
the seafloor and increase the likelihood of generating a significant tsunami?  

Tsunamis can be the most disastrous consequence of subduction zone earthquakes. However, it is unknown 
under what circumstances earthquakes will produce large offsets of the seafloor, which is one cause of 
unexpectedly large tsunamis. Factors may include unusual near-trench locking, presence of splay faults, 
anomalously thick or low-friction sediments, inelastic wedge deformation, and low rigidity of the shallow 
forearc (Fujiwara et al., 2011; Cummins & Kaneda, 2000; Lay et al., 2012; Seno, 2000; Sallares & Ranero, 
2019; Kodaira et al., 2020; Du et al., 2021). An important case involves events sometimes referred to 
specifically as “tsunami earthquakes” because they generate larger tsunamis than can be readily explained 
by earthquake magnitudes estimated from standard seismic wave analysis (Kanamori, 1972). These types 
of tsunami earthquakes are particularly dangerous to local populations who are unlikely to self-evacuate as 
they would for an earthquake with stronger felt ground motion.  Subduction zone earthquakes can trigger 
landslides, which can further contribute to tsunamigenesis.  Such cascading hazards constitute an important 
link between the FEC and L&S components of SZ4D and are a feature of subduction zones in general, as 
described in Chapter 4.1.1, Cross-Cutting Science Themes. 

Tsunami propagation in the offshore region is sufficiently well understood such that the primary knowledge 
gap in models of tsunami inundation is often the details of near-trench rupture processes that control 
seafloor uplift and hence tsunami generation (Tanioka & Satake, 1996; Satake, 2015; Saito, 2019; Dunham 
et al., 2020). Recent work has vividly demonstrated that anticipating tsunami propagation, which depends 
on fault rheology and system stiffness, requires accurate seismic and stress data and rock characterization 
(Figure FEC-4).   

 

  
Figure FEC-4. Observationally constrained three-dimensional dynamic rupture model and tsunami models of the 2004 
Sumatra events demonstrating the importance of stress, rigidity, and sediments for earthquake tsunami dynamics 
(Ulrich et al., 2021).  
 
Improving our understanding of the types of conditions and earthquakes that generate tsunamis will 
require targeting regions with a known history of tsunamis and densely instrumenting the near-trench 
region. Including information on the shallow configuration and frictional properties of the plate boundary 
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fault near the trench from high-resolution seismic imaging and geological data in modeling workflows that 
link earthquake source models to tsunami models (e.g., Lotto et al., 2019; Madden et al., 2021; Ulrich et al., 
2021; Figure FEC-4) has the potential to revolutionize our understanding of when and where tsunamis 
occur.  

 

ACTIVITIES REQUIRED TO ADDRESS THE SCIENCE QUESTIONS 

Answering the scientific questions is a formidable task, yet there is some cause for optimism given the recent 
advances in both technology and understanding of faulting processes. In order to develop a strategy, we 
have developed traceability matrices that rigorously evaluate the activities that are required to address each 
of the scientific questions (Tables FEC-1–4 for Questions 1–4). These matrices show the linkages between 
(1) the scientific question (Column A), (2) broad categories of information required to address the question 
(Columns B–C), (3) specific information needed to address the question (Column D), and (4) observations, 
models, and experiments needed to provide specific information (Column E), which form the columns of 
the matrices. The rows of each matrix list the required information and activities. Activities are color coded 
by category (e.g., geodesy, geology) to illustrate the breadth of interdisciplinary activities required to tackle 
the questions and common needs between scientific questions. The contents of this matrix are informed by 
discussions within the working group and feedback received from the community through surveys and 
town hall meetings and from other SZ4D working groups. 

We describe examples from the traceability matrix for Question 2 to illustrate our process (Table FEC-2).  
A prerequisite for understanding controls on the speed and mode of slip in space and time is information 
on the speed and mode of slip itself, including in earthquakes and slow slip events. Shoreline-crossing 
seismic and geodetic arrays are required to provide constraints on the full range of present-day slip behavior 
and geodetic coupling from the trench to the downdip transition to aseismic creep (e.g., Figure FEC-5). 
Paleoseismology, geology, and historical records of earthquakes are needed to explore the deeper history of 
where and when large earthquakes and tsunamis have occurred and for longer-term deformational 
processes to provide context for current behavior. Several theories have been proposed to explain variations 
in slip behavior, including the frictional properties of material along the plate boundary, heterogeneities 
along the plate boundary at a range of scales, and/or variations in pore-fluid pressure (e.g., Segall et al., 2010; 
Hawthorne & Rubin, 2013; Skarbek et al., 2012; Ando et al., 2012; Fagereng & den Hartog, 2016; Zhu et al., 
2020). Differentiating between these competing explanations of what controls slip behavior thus requires 
constraints on materials, fluids, and structures along the plate boundary at a range of spatial scales. Seismic 
reflection/CSEM imaging can provide constraints on heterogeneity in plate boundary properties and 
indirect constraints on porosity and pore-fluid pressure at scales of tens to thousands of meters (e.g., Figure 
FEC-6), while drilling of subduction zone fault materials or studies of exhumed megathrusts onshore are 
required to characterize the composition and structure of fault zone materials, finer-scale heterogeneity, 
and fluid-rock interactions (e.g., Figure FEC-7). Experimental studies on subduction zone materials are 
needed to determine the material properties that control slip processes and will require advancements in 
the range of pressures, temperatures, pore pressures, and strain rates that can be accessed in the laboratory. 
Numerical modeling will both illuminate the parameters that need to be observed and evaluated and 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ld9ygm5gxx9YK76l1j6o1f62sgfjMxvE3y5bwGtoRV0/edit#gid=751068638
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ld9ygm5gxx9YK76l1j6o1f62sgfjMxvE3y5bwGtoRV0/edit#gid=751068638
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synthesize observations and experiments for a comprehensive understanding of controls on subduction 
zone behavior.  

A first-order conclusion from the traceability matrices is that seeking answers to all of the science questions 
above will require two broad categories of efforts: (1) collecting new amphibious observations to elucidate 
subduction zone behavior, and (2) collecting high-resolution geophysical imaging data, carrying out in 
situ and analog geological studies, conducting experiments at conditions that are currently inaccessible 
in the laboratory, and developing numerical models, all of which will shed light on subduction zone 
configuration and fault zone properties. Offshore observations are particularly important for making 
progress in both of these categories of effort.  

 
Figure FEC-5. A schematic illustration of the types of slip on a subduction plate interface and the geodetic 
measurements that can be used to constrain these behaviors. Actual subduction zone behavior may vary significantly 
from this simple diagram. APG = Absolute Pressure Gauge. CORK = Subseafloor observatory. GNSS = Global Navigation 
Satellite System. SAR = Synthetic aperture radar (P. J. Wallace et al., 2021). 
 
The traceability matrices illustrate that there are many commonalities in the information and activities 
required to answer all of the FEC scientific questions. For all of the science questions, observational, 
experimental, and numerical modeling activities must be tightly interwoven. Numerical models will be 
essential to guide the design of observational programs and to understand linkages between subduction 
zone behaviors and structures. Knowledge of the relationships between geodetic coupling, seismicity, 
tremor, other types of slip behavior, and past rupture history from historical records and paleoseismology 
are essential to comprehensively characterize subduction zone slip behavior over a range of temporal and 
spatial scales. Only through tight integration of geophysical imaging of in situ fault structures and materials; 
geological observations from cores and analog sites; and experimental studies will it be possible to 
encompass the full range of relevant scales of properties and link to behavior. 
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Paleoseismology studies are required to extend the record of subduction zone earthquakes and deformation 
beyond instrumental recordings. They are also needed to estimate rates of geological processes, provide 
context for present-day fault behavior, and better understand the seismic hazards posed by upper plate 
faults. The deeper time constraints on fault activity and forearc deformation from paleoseismology studies 
provide a linkage to the Landscapes and Seascapes component of SZ4D. Finally, all questions require 
information on subduction zone architecture, materials, and fluids obtained through integrated studies of 
fault zone properties gained from studying exhumed systems and drilling in active systems, geophysical 
imaging (Figure FEC-6), and advancements in experimental capabilities. 

 

 
Figure FEC-6.  Complementary geophysical imaging of plate boundary geometry and properties by (a) CSEM imaging 
(Naif et al., 2016), (b) seismic reflection imaging (Li et al., 2015), and (c) Receiver function imaging (Kim et al., 2014). 
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However, the ability to address the different FEC questions requires knowledge of present-day fault 
behavior and associated seismic hazards of specific parts of the subduction zone. For example, Question 2 
focuses on the megathrust itself, while Question 1 focuses on faults in the overriding and downgoing plates, 
and Question 4 focuses on the shallow part of the plate boundary. Capturing a large subduction zone 
earthquake with dense amphibious instrumentation would benefit all questions but is particularly 
advantageous for Question 3 on behavior preceding an earthquake. Thus, selecting one or more focus areas 
that are late in the seismic cycle would be beneficial for Question 3. The characterization of subduction zone 
structure, geology, and behavior required by the FEC component of SZ4D would provide a larger-scale 
context for understanding specific deformation, magmatic, and sedimentary processes that would benefit 
all components of SZ4D.  

 

 
 
Figure FEC-7. Field photos of exhumed subduction zone rocks: (A) mylonite from the Leech River paleo subduction 
thrust, Vancouver Island, BC, Canada; (B) en echelon veins from the Arosa Zone, Swiss Alps; (C) distributed deformation 
in an accretionary melange, Chrystalls Beach, New Zealand (from Kirkpatrick et al., 2021). 
 
 

Based on the traceability matrices, we have constructed an integrated plan, including observational, 
experimental. and numerical components, which is described in the following section. 

 

NOTIONAL EXPERIMENTS  

The science questions and traceability matrices described above provide a framework for defining the 
strategy and scale of the Faulting and Earthquake Cycles component of the SZ4D experiment. While specific 
details will depend on the regions selected for instrument deployment and field study, the general design 
and phasing of activities that will be required to achieve the project goals can be anticipated.  

The relevant scale for measuring locking is controlled by our focus on the largest, most damaging 
subduction earthquakes, which span the seismogenic zone. It is important to measure coupling on the scale 
of this seismogenic width, which is typically of order 50 km. Variations on this scale are expected to control 
where sufficient elastic energy can be accumulated to rupture the entire seismogenic zone (i.e., an 
earthquake of magnitude approximately 8 or larger). The initial target scale of slow slip events is similar. As 
discussed in Question 3, purported precursor events span ~100 km with tens of centimeters of fault slip 
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(e.g., Ito et al., 2013). Determining these apparent precursors requires offshore, continuous geodesy 
designed with appropriate resolution. 

Three phases of activities have been defined for project implementation in the portfolio of sites, which 
parallel the other parts of SZ4D and are summarized below. During all three phases of the experiment, 
instrumental and field observations, laboratory experiments, and numerical modeling will all inform 
planning of new data acquisition.  

 Phase 0 is a preparatory phase to develop and refine the SZ4D implementation plans. This includes 
assessing existing infrastructure in possible study areas and identifying how SZ4D can strategically build on 
them and focused modeling efforts to inform the design of future observational programs. This phase will 
also involve building partnerships with possible domestic and international partners.  

Phase 1 will involve addressing SZ4D’s scientific goals with existing data and methods and to plan for future 
phases of SZ4D. In broad outlines, Phase 1 includes: (1) synthesis and analysis of existing data aimed at 
addressing SZ4D science questions; (2) technology development to ensure that appropriate 
instrumentation, laboratory, and modelling capabilities exist; and (3) continued organizational and 
planning tasks to develop and strengthen partnerships. Because this phase leverages existing data, it can and 
should have a large geographical scope. 

A wealth of existing data from many subduction zones affords us the opportunity to make progress toward 
SZ4D goals during Phase 1 prior to the availability of new, dedicated observational capabilities. Although 
the volume and quality of existing data vary greatly between subduction zones, comparative studies are 
necessary to generalize results from any specific subduction zone to general subduction dynamics. For 
example, while several compilations of subduction geometry exist at the scale of individual segments or 
sub-segments (e.g., Hayes et al., 2018), much can be done to improve our knowledge of the architecture of 
plate boundary fault systems and fault zone properties. Data such as bathymetry, seismicity, and seismic 
reflection images are among the most relevant. Thermal structure likely influences fluid pressure, seismic 
coupling, and rates of slip, yet is poorly known in many locales; an evaluation of any thermal data, including 
heat flow and bottom-simulating-reflector depths, would be useful in understanding the thermal state of 
the plate boundary fault for integration into modeling. Similarly, many datasets exist in various archives 
and contain other potentially important factors such as sediment thickness and composition, porosity, 
heterogeneity in material properties, and roughness of the incoming plate. A compilation and integration 
of existing data and selective reprocessing where needed would help evaluate the importance of these 
observables and highlight critical data gaps. 
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Likewise, existing geophysical constraints on subduction zone slip behavior can be used to address SZ4D’s 
science goals and guide planning for future data acquisition. For example, we can use new methods (e.g., 
machine learning techniques) to improve identification of slow slip events and slow earthquakes with 
existing seismic and geodetic data and understand their role in the overall plate convergence (strain) budget 
(e.g., Figure FEC-8). We can also better characterize uncertainty in estimates of fault coupling and 
earthquake source parameters from geodetic and seismic data, respectively, which will better inform future 
experimental design. Multi-cycle numerical simulations will play a significant role in predicting which of 
the results can be generalized, as the global portfolio of subduction zones covers the entirety of the seismic 
cycle (inter-, pre-, co-, and post-seismic). To provide a longer history of slip behavior, paleoseismology 
studies at targeted subduction zones and integration of these data with complementary geological and 
geophysical datasets can be undertaken immediately (e.g., Clark et al., 2019; Walton et al., 2021). 
Paleoseismological data will elucidate long-term temporal patterns of seismicity, paleotsunami recurrence 
and inundation, spatial patterns of shaking intensity, along-strike rupture dimensions, and the vertical 

component of the earthquake deformation cycle.  

 
Figure FEC-8. Comparison of geodetically detected plate coupling 
(red to yellow colors), geodetically detected slow slip (rainbow 
colors, reported as a long-term average slip rate), and seismically 
detected tectonic tremor (brown contours) in the Cascadia 
subduction zone from existing onshore seismic and geodetic data 
(Bartlow, 2020). Coupling model is from Schmalzle et al. (2014), 
and tectonic tremor is from the Pacific Northwest Seismic Network 
catalog (Wech, 2010). 
 

 

A compilation of existing studies of exhumed subduction 
rocks and the processes that they record is needed to make 
informed decisions on how to prioritize measurements and 
data collection (e.g., Phillips et al., 2020). This compilation 
needs to summarize deformation conditions, structure, 
composition, and fluid properties and the corresponding 
evidence of deformation process. The compilation should 
synthesize and expand upon existing and ongoing geologic 
studies to encompass the full range of conditions from the 
seafloor to downdip of the seismogenic zone (Rowe et al., 
2013; Agard et al., 2018; Behr & Bürgmann, 2021; 
Kirkpatrick et al., 2021). Targeted reconnaissance work to 
constrain undocumented properties and processes of 
potential analog sites will be required to supplement 
published work early in SZ4D. The experimental 
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communities can conduct research on available samples and at the conditions of existing laboratory 
equipment. The synthesis of experimental data will allow experimentalists to work closely with the 
modeling community to identify and prioritize additional needs, including those that can be pursued 
immediately with reference materials and existing samples. Feedback from SZ4D workshops has already 
identified a need for studies of constitutive relations on polyphase rocks and gouges, rocks with natural 
fabrics, and time-dependent processes.   

Phase 1 will also involve instrumentation development needed for Phase 2 observations. For example, the 
need for OBS deployments lasting 5–10 years is not feasible with the current fleet of instruments, which can 
operate for up to ~15 months due to limited battery power. In addition, existing experimental apparatus 
are not currently able to measure physical properties over a critical range of pressures and temperatures 
that span much of the seismogenic zone and conditions relevant to slow slip and tremor; thus, further 
developments are necessary. Initial numerical modeling using current capabilities will be performed for the 
target site(s) to establish integrative, large-scale system attributes. Despite rapid advances in (super-) 
computing and data-driven modeling, currently there exists no full-physics models that will capture all 
planned observational and laboratory data streams. Working with the SZ4D Modeling Collaboratory, we 
will identify numerical methods and specific model development needed to handle the anticipated increase 
in data size and diversity, unprecedented data resolution, and associated uncertainties expected from the 
proposed experiments. 

Organizational activities will involve strengthening partnerships. International collaborations are essential 
for a project with a global scope. In addition, collaboration with agencies focused on hazard mitigation is a 
natural activity for our work focused on the processes underlying geohazards. Finally, discussions with cable 
operators and owners could potentially open up detection capabilities that would be impossible under any 
other circumstance. 

Phase 2 will involve new observational programs coupled with experimental and numerical studies. We 
divide this phase into two parts. During Phase 2a, we will begin initial instrument deployments and field 
observations to provide structural context and information on large-scale behavior and locking for the 
target region(s) (Figure FEC-9).  The heart of this effort is an amphibious seismic and geodetic array to 
characterize geodetic locking and slip behavior (e.g., earthquakes, potential slow slip events), which we call 
the MegaArray. To address the FEC science questions, this array needs to span an area of approximately 
400 km ! 500 km, extending from ~100 km seaward of the trench to the backarc.  Given this significant 
scale, the aim in Phase 2a is to capture the behavior at intermediate resolution (~40–50 km) by establishing 
a backbone network of on-land and offshore geodetic and seismic instruments for at least 5–10 years. These 
instruments are critical for establishing the relative locking and slip behavior. Phase 2a will also involve 
obtaining constraints on subduction zone architecture, including the geometries of fault systems and their 
spatial relations to one another, which are particularly critical to answer science Question 1, but will also 
provide the framework for all of the FEC science targets. Phase 2a will involve characterizing the subsurface 
structure across entire subduction zones across the same footprint as the MegaArray. Determining the 
geometry of the subducting slab across this region to address the plate boundary faulting processes requires 
good resolution to 60 km depth, and collective SZ4D efforts require imaging to depths of up to 100 km.  
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The processes underlying observed active deformation can best be understood with supporting geologic 
measurements; electromagnetic, active-source seismic, and heat flow profiling; swath imaging of 
bathymetry; and SAR data acquisition (Table FEC-5). During Phase 2a, relevant onshore exhumed analog 
sites will be identified and sampled, and laboratory experiments on reference, offshore, and onshore 
materials can be conducted as sampling proceeds (Figure FEC-10). Samples collected from the regional 
and analog sites will be analyzed as well as additional reference materials identified by the community as 
inputs for a comprehensive community model and to help test competing hypotheses. Paleoseismology 
studies will also be carried out to best constrain past megathrust and upper plate fault ruptures.  

The Phase 2a datasets will provide backbone constraints on the subduction zone configuration and behavior 
at a range of scales that can inform planning for densification of the instrument arrays for targeted imaging 
and monitoring. In some subduction zones, some backbone datasets already exist or may be acquired by 
domestic or international partners and can be leveraged by SZ4D. Continued numerical, analytical, and 
statistical modeling using newly acquired data and early results will be performed to guide densification 
and expansion to follow. 

Informed by the Phase 2a results, instrumentation and data collection will be densified during Phase 2b to 
characterize spatial and temporal variability in structure and slip in areas of interest, such as slow slip 
patches or changes in fault coupling (Figure FEC-9). A central component of Phase 2b is the acquisition of 
high-resolution data from amphibious seismic/geodetic networks that will illuminate subduction zone slip 
behavior and locking. The MegaArray deployed in Phase 2a will remain in place during Phase 2b, but 
instrumentation will be densified in areas of interest, guided by results from the Phase 2a; this network will 
operate for at least five years. Phase 2b will also involve higher-resolution geophysical imaging in these 
regions of interest; one potential opportunity is the use of seafloor nodal deployments, which are commonly 
used for high-resolution subsurface imaging by the energy industry but are not common in academic 
studies. Continued modeling of deformation processes will proceed as high-resolution data are acquired, 
developing results necessary to address the scientific questions. During this phase, studies of onshore 
exhumed analogs and laboratory experiments will continue (Figure FEC-10). However, the sampling and 
measurements will become more targeted to address emerging observations from instrumentation and 
modeling efforts. A suite of experimental, numerical, and analysis activities must complement observations. 

Phase 3 will involve integration and interpretation of the observations, experiments, and numerical models 
from the FEC Phase 2 efforts and those of other parts of SZ4D. A significant and dedicated synthesis effort 
is required following the completion of most aspects of the observational program to integrate results from 
interdisciplinary components of SZ4D and address the science questions. This phase will also involve 
integration of SZ4D results into regional hazards assessments in partnership with local stakeholders. 
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Table FEC-5.  Phases of the SZ4D Faulting and Earthquake Cycles Experiment 

 
 
Phase 0 (Preparatory Work and Refinement of Implementation Plan) 
 

1. Infrastructure assessment and experiment planning 
a. Assessment of existing seismic and GNSS instrumentation infrastructure, including quality, 

accessibility, and openness of data.   
b. Focused modeling effort to inform optimal design of experiments to achieve necessary resolution 

2. Organization and planning 
a. Strengthen existing and establish new international and domestic connections and initial capacity 

building, access, data, and science sharing agreements with international partners for potential 
target site(s) 

b. Clarify the likely synergistic relationship between SZ4D efforts with hazard estimation and warning 
goals in potential observatory regions 

 
Phase 1 (Analysis and Synthesis of Existing Data and Continued Planning Activities) 
 

1. Data assessment and compilation: 
a. Synthesis and assessment of existing constraints on subduction zone history and behavior, 

including from seismic and tsunami catalogs, regional earthquake source parameters, slow slip 
locations and behavior, tide gauge and DART data, local surveys for historic events, and tsunami 
source area estimates  

b. Synthesis and targeted reprocessing of prior geophysical imaging results from onshore and 
offshore active and passive source seismic, magnetotelluric, controlled source electromagnetic 
data, and bathymetric data 

c. Synthesis of existing geologic, paleoseismic, and paleotsunami data from in situ and exhumed 
analog sites 

d. Assembly and synthesis of existing data on material properties (friction, elastic properties, 
hydraulic properties) and fault structure (from both in situ and exhumed systems) to inform models 
and identify gaps 

e. Summary of region-specific modeling efforts such as simulations of regional models of stress and 
deformation, faulting, earthquake sequences and aseismic slip, and megathrust rupture dynamics 
and tsunamigenic potential and deformation 

2. Technology development: 
a. Instrument developments for long-term seafloor and potentially subseafloor deployments 
b. Development of experimental apparatuses that fill critical gaps in pressure, temperature, pore 

pressure, and strain-rate space 
c. Modeling based assimilation, fusion, and analysis of Phase 0 “big data” 
d. Develop modeling strategies for optimal observational and experimental design to help define the 

highest impact observational efforts in the lab and field 
e. New modeling development capable of integrating multiple types of observables of different 

precision to constrain multi-scale and multi-physics modeling, in coordination with the SZ4D 
Modeling Collaboratory 

3. Organization and Planning: 
a. Begin discussions with potential offshore fiber optic cable owners about potential use for 

monitoring and warning 
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Phase 2a (Backbone Constraints) 
 

1. Data acquisition: 
a. Slip Constraints  

i. Establish a backbone geodetic network for characterizing deformation and locking at a 
nominal resolution of 100 km x 50 km along-strike and downdip, which requires a similarly 
spaced, staggered network of GNSS-A stations. In the near-trench region, where deformation 
can be much more localized, transitions between coupled and slipping zones may be missed 
due to spatial aliasing.  

ii. Deploy a broadly distributed (~50 km spacing), amphibious network of seismic and 
electromagnetic stations, and use passive source imaging, to enable initial characterization 
of earthquake and slow slip behavior offshore. 

iii. Densify onshore geodetic and seismic stations. GNSS sites should have a nominal spacing no 
less than the depth to interface at that location (>~40 km near coast of most environments). 
Near-coast GNSS should be designed for real-time tsunami monitoring. Densification of 
onshore seismic networks should include arrays for improving offshore earthquake 
detection and location.  

iv. Determine and acquire available viable L- and C-band SAR data for time-series 
interferometry, identifying large-scale deformation, with localizations associated with 
surficial processes and upper-plate dislocations. Establish continued collection of SAR data 
from available satellites. 

v. Conduct reconnaissance investigations of onshore paleoseismic sites for subduction 
megathrust slip histories.  

b. Process Constraints 
i. Conduct reconnaissance investigations of potential subduction analog sites coordinated 

between field geologists and experimentalists. 
ii. Conduct reconnaissance investigations of geologic and paleoseismic slip histories for upper 

plate crustal faults (onshore and offshore). 
iii. Take measurements of materials recovered from previous drilling and sample collection, or 

those that serve as priority representative materials for fault and wall rock. 
iv. Collect linear MT/broadband seismic profiles with ~20 km instrument spacing for imaging 

large-scale subduction zone architecture and broad-scale seismicity patterns, collocated 
with active source seismic lines. 

v. Collect multibeam swath bathymetry and acquire deep-penetration 2D active source seismic 
reflection and refraction data (at maximum of 50 km spacing) as well as heat flow probe data.  

vi. Collect high-resolution bathymetry along coastal areas.  
2. Synthesis and modeling 

a. Integrate geodetic, seismic, and paleoseismic data to map locking and slip behavior 
b. Integrate geophysical imaging, heat flow, and geology to determine subduction zone architecture and 

properties 
c. Combine architecture, physical property, and slip information to constrain processes controlling 

locking and slip 
d. Include new information on subduction zone structure and processes in probabilistic scenario 

modeling to estimate expected future slip behavior. Use numerical models to explore data sensitivities 
and provide uncertainties based on the intermediate-resolution data to guide installation of new sites 
in Phase 2. 

3. Technical Development: 
a. Develop cyberinfrastructure and data processing capabilities in conjunction with partner 

organizations to ensure efficient use of large datasets collected in Phase 1 and Phase 2 
b. Continue to develop and refine seismic and geodetic instrumentation based on the results of the 
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backbone deployment, in preparation for Phase 2  
4. Organization and Planning: 

a. Develop and coordinate the physical infrastructure needed to share, analyze, and archive geologic and 
experimental samples. 

b. Upgraded/reinforced on-land GNSS stations (where available) for longevity, communications, and site 
stability. Create a plan for long-term maintenance and data collection, archiving, and reduction. 

c. Design the dense amphibious seismic/geodetic deployment for Phase 2. 
  

Phase 2b (Targeted, High-Resolution Constraints)  
 

1. Observational: 
a. Slip Constraints 

i. Informed by early results and modeling, densify the GNSS-A and ocean-bottom 
seismic/pressure network to capture high-fidelity features of coupling, seismicity, and slow 
slip. This may include deployment of fiber optic cable for distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) 
analysis.  

ii. Continue updates to land-based GNSS and seismic networks as needed (e.g., to enable high-
rate (10 Hz) GNSS, augment land-based GNSS/seismic stations with strong motion for 
capture of earthquake rupture signals).  

iii. Install onshore borehole observatories to capture transients in slip, hydrogeology, or strain.  
iv. Instrument faults in the overriding plate with geodetic, seismic, and strainmeter sensors, as 

needed. 
v. Continue collection of all available SAR data. 

vi. Conduct paleoseismic investigations of long-term megathrust and crustal fault slip histories. 
b. Process Constraints 

i. Use repeat-track multibeam bathymetry surveying in cases of shallow fault slip.   
ii. Collect high-resolution geophysical images in regions of interesting slip behavior. Deploy a 

dense array of seismic nodes and combined OBS/OBEM instruments for active and passive 
source seismic and passive MT imaging. Conduct a 3D seismic reflection survey, and s dense 
controlled-source electromagnetic survey. 

iii. Conduct geologic and experimental investigations of subduction zone analogs and inputs, 
including both onshore and offshore samples. 

2. Interpretation: 
a. Analyze all new and existing observations on subduction zone behavior and structure. 
b. Experiments will continue to inform modeling and geologic characterization to ensure that necessary 

measurements are being made and correctly understood/applied. Experimental plans will evolve in 
response to emerging observations. 

c. Validate and calibrate data-centric modeling tools against larger community models. Modeling tools 
will be built to assimilate emerging high-resolution observations (e.g., rapid on-demand analysis). 
Models will be built to explore which theoretical developments and constraints are necessary to 
interpret sensor network data streams 

 
Phase 3 (synthesis) 
 

1. Interpretation: 
a. Integrate results from all components to address science questions. 
b. Conduct targeted data analysis, modeling, and experiments to address key questions that arise during 

synthesis. 
c. Integrate new results from SZ4D work into regional hazards frameworks in collaboration with local 

stakeholders. 
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2. Organization and planning: 
a. Develop plans for adoption and continued operation of SZ4D networks as appropriate.  

 
 

 
Figure FEC-8. Illustration of ideal notional design of geophysical and geological data acquisition during Phase 2a 
(above) and Phase 2b deployments (below).  Note that the backbone amphibious seismic/geodetic network deployed 
during Phase 2a would remain in place during Phase 2b (pairs of blue circles). 
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Figure FEC-9. Illustration of ideal notional design of geological data acquisition and sample collection during Phase 
2a (above) and Phase 2b activities (below). This includes studies within the same active subduction zones as the 
geophysical observations and studies of exhumed analog sites. 

 
 

PORTFOLIO STRATEGY AND SITE SELECTION  

To address the science questions, new observations of active subduction zone systems are critical, and a 
strategy is necessary to define the suite of sites. Our strategy is to build a portfolio of sites around a major 
single variable, seismic coupling, that has significance for all four questions. The degree to which the plates 
are locked is an overriding theme that affects all aspects of the seismic cycle as well as the related landscape 
and volcanic processes. For these reasons, the ideal portfolio of study areas needs to encompass variations 
in coupling. A secondary criterion is the propensity for seismogenic-zone spanning earthquakes. In 
particular, Question 3 on earthquake precursors demands a suite of sites in order to maximize success. For 
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this particular question, the strategy is to consider the stage in the seismic cycle as one important factor in 
selecting sites for focused SZ4D observational programs and to rely heavily on leveraging international 
partners to ensure that the collective global portfolio of instrumented subduction zones will capture the key 
information. In summary, interseismic coupling emerges as a dominant theme that underpins all four 
questions as a critical link between physical processes and potential observations.   

In detail, the process of identifying the specific sites that will form this portfolio and those that will involve 
focused SZ4D observational efforts involves a complex interplay of requirements: specific spatiotemporal 
scales of instrument deployment; sufficient sampling of diverse behaviors to provide generalizable results; 
adequate rates of deformation to capture dynamic processes during the deployment interval; a related 
hazards context to motivate the endeavor; pragmatic issues of logistics and prospects of international 
partnerships; and intersections with other foci of the SZ4D initiative. To inform decision-making about 
study locations, an Inventory of Subduction Zones was assembled, tabulating gross characteristics of Earth’s 
major subduction zones relevant to the Faulting and Earthquake Cycles component of SZ4D, including 
historical large earthquake activity, convergence rate, geodetic coupling, known slow slip, and existence of 
prior datasets (Table FEC-7). 

To understand the processes that lead to variations in coupling, we also require geologic and experimental 
studies. Thus, the geological component of FEC also requires portfolios of multiple active and analog 
geology sites. Geologic studies of active subduction zones are necessary to constrain coupling over geologic 
timescales and modern coupling of upper plate faults and should be coordinated with the sites of instrument 
deployment for FEC and L&S. Onshore exhumed analog sites will be required to study the structures, rock 
compositions, and physical conditions at depth that control coupling variations in space and time. The 
identification of ideal active and analog field sites is an ongoing process. FEC has recruited two groups from 
the communities who study active and exhumed subduction zone geology to assist with this process. These 
groups are following the same systematic approach used by FEC to propose sites for instrument 
deployment. Specifically, they are creating lists of active and analog site attributes that are required to 
answer the science questions and will compare them to inventories of potential analog field sites and their 
characteristics. It is anticipated that the work of these groups will be complete in the spring of 2022 and will 
result in a short list of sites.  

To consider sites for focused study, the Faulting and Earthquake Cycles Working Group first outlined 
generic attributes of possible sites that have appropriate scales for a study area (a ~500 km along-strike study 
area is considered advantageous: this is the scale of regions such as Cascadia, Nankai, Hikurangi, Northern 
Chile, Central Chile, Ecuador, Southern Mexico, Central America, Semidi-Unalaska). Whether a 
contiguous field area or multiple discrete field areas are targeted for instrumentation involves issues of 
deployment efficiency and adequate sampling of diverse faulting processes. Several areas appear to offer 
sufficient variability in faulting processes that contiguous 500 km regions are a viable option for addressing 
the science questions, although some first-order issues such as the nature of fault slip in “aseismic” 
subduction zones like the Izu-Marianas, Tonga-Kermadec, and Java-Sunda could be addressed with limited, 
ancillary instrument deployments. 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lnv4qqNnXNvXo_DNQgIlUjZ5bvr5fW5ZP3cCrkiPurQ/edit#gid=0
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Guided by the science questions and the Traceability Matrix (Tables FEC 1-4), which specify the detailed 
measurement needs for addressing the science questions, a list of required scientific attributes was then 
developed (Table FEC-6). Note that all the high-priority attributes can be traced to the multiple scientific 
questions (Figure FEC-11).  A subset of these criteria is particularly relevant to the hazard associated with 
a particular subduction zone, which is relevant to the overarching mission of SZ4D and to potential 
domestic and international partners; these criteria are italicized in Table FEC-6.   

 
Table FEC-6. Subduction zone attributes to be considered for site selection. Criteria that are also immediately 
relevant to the hazard of a subduction zone are italicized. 
 

 
  

Scientific High Priority 
Known seismogenic spanning event 
Known large and active faults in overriding/downgoing plate 
High seismicity rate 
High plate convergence rate 
Known slow slip events  
Areas of high and low coupling 
Late in seismic cycle  
Known tsunamigenic event 
Preservation of history of fault slip, earthquakes, tsunamigenesis 
Readily generalizable without extreme tectonic complications   

 
Desirable Baseline Data  

Recorded multicycle ruptures 
Long-term seismic and geodetic time series  
Existing geophysical imaging data: multi-channel seismic data, active/passive OBS 
data, MT, CSEM  
Drilling 
High-resolution bathymetry 

 
Practical/Logistical 

Potential international relationships 
US subduction zone 
Ability to instrument seafloor (e.g., water depth) 
Ability to consider cable. 
Portion of subduction zone submerged, availability of islands  
Availability of nearby ships and ports 
Sea conditions 
Significant associated hazards 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ld9ygm5gxx9YK76l1j6o1f62sgfjMxvE3y5bwGtoRV0/edit#gid=0
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The Inventory table (Table FEC-7) is used to assess each subduction zone according to the attributes in 
Table FEC-6 to provide guidance in decision-making. Based on our compilation, we score each subduction 
zone on how well it satisfies a given scientific criteria (1 = meets criteria, 0 = does not meet criteria, 0.5 = 
somewhat satisfies criteria). We score each subduction zone based on these parameters, weighting each 
criterion based on the number of science questions for which it is relevant (Figure FEC-11) and on the 
relevance of that criteria to the hazard of the subduction zone.  See the “Weighting of criteria” tab in Table 
FEC-7. We anticipate that the relative weighting of criteria related to hazards will be adjusted in 
collaboration with local stakeholders. Many of the thresholds in this scoring are arbitrary, and the total 
scores given to a particular subduction zone would vary if different thresholds were chosen; consequently, 
the specific scores given to any particular subduction zone are not meaningful. Thus, this inventory is only 
intended to inform a decision-making process that will include many other factors, so the exact scores 
are not important. 

Other important factors for identifying possible study sites include consideration of overlaps with other 
components of SZ4D, the priorities of potential domestic and international partners and local stakeholders, 
the availability of existing data and infrastructure, and logistical considerations (see Table FEC-6). With a 
large marine effort likely to be involved, pragmatic issues such as proximity and access to ports for 
deployment and operation of autonomous vehicles, technical limitations for seafloor instrumentation such 
as water depth, seasonal availability of data collection opportunities, international partnerships to ensure 
physical and data access, and potential long-term operational support for deployed facilities all factor into 
site evaluation. For integrated effort across the SZ4D initiative, the distribution and accessibility of volcanic 
activity in the study region, and the regional earthquake/tsunami/volcano hazard to populated areas are 
important considerations for site evaluation as well. 

  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lnv4qqNnXNvXo_DNQgIlUjZ5bvr5fW5ZP3cCrkiPurQ/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lnv4qqNnXNvXo_DNQgIlUjZ5bvr5fW5ZP3cCrkiPurQ/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lnv4qqNnXNvXo_DNQgIlUjZ5bvr5fW5ZP3cCrkiPurQ/edit#gid=0
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Figure FEC-11. Wiring diagram showing relevance of subduction zone criteria to each scientific question. Thick, solid 
lines indicate that the criterion is required to address the question. Thin dashed lines indicate that the criterion is 
desirable but not required for the question.  
 
 
The screening of sites in Table FEC-7 highlights some regions that would be particularly favorable for 
addressing the FEC science questions. Several subduction zone segments along South, Central, and North 
America possess many of the high priority scientific attributes, including parts of the Chilean subduction 
zone, Ecuador, Mexico, Cascadia and parts of the Alaska/Aleutian subduction zone. In detail, the scientific 
advantages and disadvantages of these locations differ. For example, one disadvantage of the Cascadia 
subduction zone for addressing the FEC science questions is the relatively low seismicity rate. The Mexican 
subduction zone has historically experienced a seismogenic zone spanning event, but over the past few 
centuries it has only hosted smaller events. Other sites that score highly in this screening are parts of the 
Japan and Sumatran subduction zones. 

We wish to emphasize that the discussion here only considers the scientific needs of FEC. The final selection 
of study areas takes into account overlapping needs of the other SZ4D working groups, logistical 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lnv4qqNnXNvXo_DNQgIlUjZ5bvr5fW5ZP3cCrkiPurQ/edit#gid=0
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considerations, and the priorities of domestic and international partners and local stakeholders as discussed 
in the Geography section of this report (Chapter 4.2). 

 

COORDINATION PLAN 

The work that is described requires interleaved observational and interpretative efforts. Figures FEC-8 and 
FEC-9 outline ambitious observational plans; however, these observations are merely bits of data without 
an interpretative framework. In particular, the modeling, geological, and experimental work in Phase 1 will 
inform new observational efforts in Phase 2. These interpretative activities will continue in Phase 2a to 
assimilate the new observations and guide the densification of observations in Phase 2b. By the completion 
of Phase 2b, we expect to have full data assimilation capabilities that are informed by laboratory-based 
characterization of the physical properties and geological identification of processes. Phase 3 will involve 
dedicated integration of all results to address science questions, targeted data analysis or modeling to 
address questions that arise during synthesis, and application of scientific results to regional hazards 
assessment in collaboration with local stakeholders. Integration with other parts of SZ4D is also essential 
throughout the program and will be a particular focus on Phase 3.  

This deep interlocking requires a coordinated science planning process throughout SZ4D. Funding 
opportunities need to be targeted to make sure key data needs are met in the correct order. This level of 
coordination will need a committee structure to continually ensure steering. Small grant opportunities to 
stimulate collaborators to collect critical pieces of data will also be necessary.  

The FEC component of SZ4D has significant facility needs. The MegaArray will need an offshore facility 
that does not currently exist at the scale required. The technically complex physical infrastructure of 
geodetic, passive seismic, imaging, and laboratory all require professional support. Data management 
support needs to be broadened from the current facilities to include non-standard data streams such as 
geological and experimental samples. Modeling efforts also require professional programmer support to 
create tools that are usable by the entire community.  
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2.2 Magmatic Drivers of Eruption  

 
I. SCIENTIFIC MOTIVATION 

Recent observations and innovations fuel a new decadal effort in studying Magmatic Drivers of Eruption 
(MDE). Magma pathways in the crust have been observed “lighting up” with increases in seismic events 
between, prior to, and during eruptions (e.g., Pesicek et al., 2018), and some magma storage regions 
“breathe” as they inflate and subside over the eruption cycle (e.g., Xue et al., 2020). New petrological and 
geochemical studies have found that magma assembly, transport, and run-up to eruption occur over a wide 
variety of timescales (i.e., hours to years; Costa, 2021), similar to volcano monitoring observations. 
Volcanoes have been found to emit high CO2/SO2 gases weeks to months prior to eruption (e.g., Aiuppa et 
al., 2017), providing a possible signal of deep magma recharge and a new precursory data stream to integrate 
into physics-based forecast models (Shreve et al., 2019). High-resolution geochronology over the lifecycle 
of volcanoes (~ 500 ka) has shown evidence in some regions for changes in eruptive behavior that is in pace 
with glacial cycles (Watt et al., 2013).  

The SZ4D MDE implementation plan is motivated by scientific discoveries and societal urgency. Globally, 
almost 800 million people live in regions that are directly exposed to volcanic hazards (Brown et al., 2015), 
and the vast majority of these regions are in subduction zone settings. The crustal magmatic systems 
associated with subduction zone volcanism also produce critical mineral and energy resources, as well as 
drive formation and evolution of continental crust. The SZ4D initiative builds on the MARGINS, 
GeoPRISMS, and Earthscope programs, which were highly successful in tracing volatiles through the 
subduction process, imaging melt in the crust and mantle, and modeling the thermal structure of 
subducting slabs and the growth of the continental crust. The new focus of MDE is on the initiation of 
volcanic eruptions at subduction zones, as we recognize that there are new discoveries to be made that 
connect the most hazardous volcanoes on the planet today to underlying subduction drivers. Magmas at 
subduction zones are volatile-rich, and thus inherently different from those in other tectonic settings. 
Furthermore, subduction zones are responsible for most of the subaerial eruptive activity that happens each 
year. Recent work implicates the entire trans-crustal magmatic system (Cashman et al., 2017) and even 
mantle in controlling the initiation of eruptions (Power et al., 2013; Ruprecht & Plank, 2013). Here, we 
propose to investigate the entire system of controls on volcanic/plutonic behavior in volcanic arcs in four 
dimensions (Figure MDE-1). By focusing on the trans-crustal magmatic system, and how it links the mantle 
melting region above subducting slabs and the magmas and gases emitted at arc volcanoes, SZ4D will create 
a fundamentally new perspective to interrogate and develop long-term forecasts of subduction-related 
volcanic systems. 

A central question motivates MDE’s envisioned science activities: “How do Trans-crustal Processes Initiate 
Eruptions at Arc Volcanoes?” This question starts with the trans-crustal magmatic system itself, as 
instrumental in controlling eruption initiation and inter-eruptive unrest and quiescence. Processes within 
the trans-crustal system either prime or initiate volcanic eruptions outright or provide suitable conditions 
whereby intrusions and/or eruptions can be triggered by external drivers such as earthquakes or edifice 
collapse.  
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Figure MDE-1. Processes across multiple timescales and spanning the trans-crustal magmatic system impact 
subduction zone hazards near the surface. The goal of Magmatic Drivers of Eruptions (MDE) research is to connect the 
volcanic system, the trans-crustal magmatic system and the subduction system. These systems are typically treated 
separately, despite the fact that they are interrelated. For example, volcanic eruptions may be initiated rapidly by influx 
of mafic magmas from the mantle wedge. Different trans-crustal magmatic architectures may develop as a response 
to different mantle magma supply rates. More broadly, arc magmatic systems may respond to and drive faulting and 
earthquake cycles (FEC) and landscapes and seascapes (L&S). For example, surface processes such as glacial unloading 
may lead to greater decompression melting in the mantle and greater eruptive frequency. SZ4D provides the 
opportunity to test different hypotheses for how subduction processes across a range of timescales—from minutes to 
millions of years—drive magmatism, volcanism, and their hazards. The column at right is an amalgamation of three 
separate cartoons (from the ERUPT report, NASEM, 2017), a reflection of the lack of current integration and the 
opportunity for SZ4D to make novel connections by drawing on evidence from active volcanoes, erupted deposits, and 
exhumed arc systems in four dimensions. 
 
Additionally, the dynamic processes that govern the evolution of trans-crustal magma systems span wide 
spatiotemporal ranges, including mantle magma production and the partitioning of mass and energy 
between volcanic and plutonic components along and across volcanic arcs. While eruptions may occur over 
short timescales, their frequency and vigor may be set by processes that occur over the lifetime of the 
volcano or longer (Figure MDE-1). A scientific framework thus underlies the central question regarding 
trans-crustal processes: eruptions are initiated by both internal and external mechanisms. In turn, these 
initiation mechanisms produce the conditions of overpressure, tensile failure, and/or shear failure in the 
subsurface necessary to cause eruption, and thus a suite of variables control the conditions necessary to 
initiate eruptions. These initiation mechanisms also drive eruption style, composition, eruptive volume, 
unrest behavior, and timescales.  
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This report is structured to follow the process developed by the Magmatic Drivers of Eruption Working 
Group (18 members), with input from the broader MDE community interest group (>150 members) to 
define: 

I. Central Hypotheses that link eruption drivers and responses at subduction zones 
II. A Traceability Matrix that identifies practical activities to support the science questions that arise 

from the central hypotheses  
III. Notional Experiments, which are guided by the Traceability Matrix activities and strategies for 

deployment at arc volcanoes and segments. 
IV. Site Selection that arise from an inventory of arc volcanoes and exhumed systems and the 

requirements of the hypotheses and notional experiments 
V. Activities that can precede field experiments 

VI. Parallel Laboratory and Modeling Efforts 
VII. Community Coordination 

 

Ia. The Hypothesis Grid 

The above central question and scientific framework can be articulated most clearly in terms of magmatic 
system controls and responses (Table MDE-1), with the ultimate goal of identifying underlying subduction 
drivers and developing useful eruption forecasts.  

Controls on the magmatic system fall into three broad categories:  

1. The supply rates of the magma and volatiles from the mantle to the crust that ultimately 
fuels all eruptions 

2. The volume, depth, and distribution of magma that collectively define a volcano’s trans-
crustal system 

3. The rheology and stress state of magma and crust that permits or resists magma movement  

System responses include consideration of: 

1. Eruption precursors and the run-up to eruption 
2. Eruption repose, quiescence, and aborted unrest, or intrusion not culminating in eruption, 

which may lead to plutonism 
3. Eruptive style, vigor, and duration—the output of useful forecasts 

The response of a magmatic system to each control listed above depends on the state of the magmatic system 
experiencing it (volume, depth, and magma/pressure distribution) as well the mechanical properties of the 
host crust (rheology and stress state). 
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Table MDE-1. The MDE Hypothesis Grid. Magmatic system controls and responses define a grid of inquiry and testable 
hypotheses.  
 
The MDE Working Group considered how recent findings and methodological developments have led to 
testable hypotheses, developed an illustrated guide (available at https://www.sz4d.org/), and had the MDE 
Interest Group vote on how to prioritize the resulting Hypothesis Grid. Importantly, additional hypotheses 
were solicited, and then groups met to discuss the most compelling and testable hypotheses, as well as 
synergies between them.  

As a result, three main sets of hypotheses were identified: 

A. Hypotheses linking gas and magma composition to eruption precursors, run-up times, and eruption 
intensities. For example (Figure MDE-2): 

l High observed CO2/SO2 in gases (weeks to months) prior to eruption signal deep magma 
recharge (i.e., eruption run-up is driven by magma recharge). 

l Eruptions driven by mafic rejuvenation involve shorter initiation times than felsic 
rejuvenation. 

l The run-up to eruption (over years or the full inter-eruptive period) involves stealth ascent, 
second boiling (i.e., crystallization-induced gas exsolution), and magmatic evolution to 
more silicic compositions. 

l Outgassing efficiency controls eruptive intensity. 

Critical scientific needs to test these hypotheses include constraints on and models to predict magma 
recharge rate, especially for mafic magma, precursory time series in gas chemistry and geophysical 
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signals, and measures of outgassing efficiency. Ideally, sensor arrays would capture events prior to, 
during, and after eruptions of varying intensity on many volcano targets. A large number of targets 
would be necessary to capture unrest and eruption at volcanoes that span a range of subduction 
parameters, including the subduction flux of sulfur and carbon, magma production rates, and upper 
plate stress regimes. The relevant timescales of processes are minutes to decades.  

B. Hypotheses linking mantle magma production and supply rate to the intrusive/extrusive mass budget, 
crustal residence time, repose time, and the evolution of crustal magmatic architecture. For example 
(Figure MDE-2): 

l High mantle-derived magmatic flux leads to shallow magma reservoirs and/or long-term 
progression to shallower storage depths (i.e., the crustal ladder).  

l Short magmatic crustal residence times (from the mantle to the surface in days to months) 
lead to high intensity, mafic eruptions. 

l Mantle magma supply rate is a key parameter that is further hypothesized to link to plate 
convergence rate (e.g., Caricchi et al., 2014), connecting these hypotheses to underlying 
subduction drivers. 

Critical scientific needs to test these hypotheses include high-resolution geophysical imaging of trans-
crustal magmatic systems, detailed mapping and geochemical analysis of past eruption products, 
laboratory experiments, and studies of exhumed plutonic and volcanic systems on a small number of 
well-chosen systems that are densely instrumented and comprehensively studied for their magmatic 
histories. The relevant timescales of processes are years to millions of years. 

 
 

Figure MDE-2. Graphical summary of Hypothesis Set B linking crustal ascent rate (left) to crustal staging, residence 
time and eruption intensity, and mantle magma supply rate (right) to magma reservoir depth and eruption vs 
intrusion likelihood. 
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C. Hypotheses linking the periods and drivers of different external eruption triggers over timescales of 
minutes to 100,000 years. For example: 

l Glacial unloading is an external trigger that occurs over 10,000–100,000 yr timescales. 
l Sector collapse can result from hydrothermal alteration (hundreds of years) or dome 

growth (months). 
l Static and dynamic stress triggering, as from local or teleseismic earthquakes, occurs over 

hours to seconds, but also requires a magmatic system that has evolved over years toward 
failure.    

Critical scientific needs to test these hypotheses include: seismic time series (over the shortest 
timescales); geodetic and gas chemistry time series (over medium timescales); and landscape, 
geological, petrological, and geochronological studies (over the longest timescales). Modeling studies 
are needed over all timescales that include different crustal and magma rheologies and the dynamics of 
stress evolution.   

 

II. TRACEABILITY OF THE SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS THROUGH PRACTICAL ACTIVITIES TO ADDRESS 
HYPOTHESES  

The SZ4D MDE working group utilized a Traceability Matrix to outline how the above hypotheses will 
ultimately be tested. The traceability matrix provides a logical framework for relating science goals, project 
objectives, specific measurements, and data products. This approach is useful for identifying how the 
primary hypotheses of MDE are linked through specific scientific questions to tangible science activities. 
The traceability matrix also provides an efficient way of identifying where datasets from different disciplines 
should be integrated to better understand the underlying processes that lead to volcanic eruptions. Figure 
MDE-3 provides an example from the Traceability Matrix that highlights how it can be utilized to connect 
science goals to data collection efforts.  

 

 
Figure MDE-3. Example from the traceability matrix showing how science goals can be related to specific 
measurements from a variety of disciplines. 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QQVKWX-VelvOlJUTjM5572Ii29L0Y_cdNQs-aZxEIXw/edit#gid=1837624381
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QQVKWX-VelvOlJUTjM5572Ii29L0Y_cdNQs-aZxEIXw/edit#gid=1837624381
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III. NOTIONAL EXPERIMENTS 

The science activities and measurement objectives defined by the  Traceability Matrix allow us to develop a 
set of Notional Experiments aimed at addressing the key MDE hypotheses. For example, evaluation of the 
putative relationship between mantle basalt supply rate and shallow magma reservoirs requires constraints 
on magma supply rate from the mantle to the crust, which, in turn, is hypothesized to be a function of 
convergence rate (e.g., Caricchi et al., 2014). In addition, a detailed understanding of the state of the stress 
regime, thickness, and thermal maturity of the crust is required for arcs that form in response to a range of 
convergence rates. Furthermore, the volume and distribution of magma accumulation, along with a 
complete record of eruption frequencies and volumes from the geological record, is needed to test Set B 
Hypotheses. These observations require dense instrumentation arrays that will only be feasible to deploy 
on a few carefully chosen systems (Volcano Imaging Arrays) at a range of convergence rates. Other 
observations, such as CO2/SO2 ratios in volcanic gas emissions and the number and rate of seismic events 
and locations, can be collected with just a few select instruments and are thus feasible at a larger number of 
systems (Volcano Sensor Arrays). Thus, a hypothesized relationship between outgassing efficiency and 
eruption intensity can be targeted with sparse instrument deployments (e.g., seismometers, acoustic 
sensors, MultiGas sensors, GNSS receivers; and limited geological studies), at a large number of systems 
that are likely to erupt within the coming decade. In conjunction, Volcano Rapid Response Arrays will 
enable the flexibility to deploy instrumentation on volcanoes that erupt or exhibit unrest and have the 
potential to address science questions. Taken together, the Imaging Arrays, Sensor Arrays, and Rapid 
Response Arrays comprise the complete VolcArray needed to address the three main sets of hypotheses. 
For example, the probability of capturing a VEI 4 eruption with 30 instruments deployed for 10 years among 
the currently restless arc volcanoes is low (see Figure MDE-4). However, should such an eruption occur, 
Rapid Response Arrays would enable rapid sensor deployment as the eruption evolves. Satellite 
observations, such as from the upcoming NISAR mission (NISAR, 2018), will provide critical information 
on the state of deformation and degassing prior to the eruption and thus aid in early identification of rapid 
response targets. Finally, plutonic rocks and past eruptions at Exhumed Systems provide complementary 
constraints on variables, including mantle magma supply rate, storage conditions, spatial distribution, and 
longevity of magma bodies in the crust. 

 

IIIa. Experiments Based on Volcano Imaging Arrays   

Targeted hypotheses: B and C 

Proposed experiments: Some hypotheses require dense instrumentation (Imaging Arrays) for high-
resolution geophysical imaging combined with detailed mapping and sampling studies, and thus are only 
feasible at a handful of selected volcanoes that represent a potential range of mantle magma flux rates. The 
overarching goals of these experiments are to quantify magma supply rate from the mantle, the geometry 
of the trans-crustal magmatic system, and eruptive histories. Therefore, these systems do not need to erupt 
during the duration of the Imaging Array deployment, although Sensor Arrays will also be in place for 
opportunistic study in case of eruption or unrest. Key measurements include: Part 1. Constraints on mantle 
magma supply rate from 3He and CO2 flux campaigns and heat flow. Part 2. Extended mapping and 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QQVKWX-VelvOlJUTjM5572Ii29L0Y_cdNQs-aZxEIXw/edit#gid=1837624381
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sampling of eruptive products to estimate volumes, eruption history and explosivity, and to identify 
parental melt compositions through geochronological, geochemical, and petrological studies. Part 3. 
Geothermobarometry and textural studies of eruptive products to constrain magma pressure, temperature, 
and physical properties, including timing of magma recharge. Part 4. Images of the magma system and 
crustal properties with dense observations for seismic tomography, magnetotellurics (MT), and gravimetry.  
Part 5. Terrestrial and satellite geodetic measurements (e.g., NISAR) of deformation induced by the magma 
system as well as temporal changes in gravity. Part 6. Investigation of changes in seismic rate and event 
location. The geophysical imaging methods should be designed for observing eruptible magma and 
exsolved volatiles. This will require investments in instrumentation on nearby volcanic edifices that connect 
with strategies proposed by the FEC and L&S working groups. Scope. Given that magma supply rate 
logically links to convergence rate, it would be important to develop experiments in at least three different 
arcs: those related to slow, medium, and fast convergence. Furthermore, targeting proximal pairs of 
stratovolcanoes and nearby monogenetic centers will allow examination of variations in crustal 
architecture, stress, or composition at constant subduction parameters. Such a strategy could lead to 
targeting a pair of volcanoes at three different arcs.  

Expected outcomes: 1. We expect to quantitatively constrain and contrast the time-averaged and current 
supply rate of magma into the trans-crustal volcanic system—one of the “holy grails” of volcanology—
through multidisciplinary measurements. 2. Detailed geophysical imaging of the subsurface beneath 
volcanoes should reveal the architecture of the magmatic system, the melt fractions in different regions, and 
how centralized it is relative to the edifice. 3. We expect high convergence rate to relate to high mantle-
derived magmatic flux. 4. We will test hypotheses regarding the relationship between magma flux and 
depth-evolution of magma reservoirs. 5. We will test the relationship between magma crustal residence time 
and eruption intensity. 

 

IIIb. Experiments Based on Volcano Sensor Arrays  

Targeted hypotheses: A and C   

Proposed experiments: Part 1: We propose to instrument and remotely sense restless arc volcanoes with 
visual, thermal, gas, seismic/acoustic, and geodetic monitoring equipment to observe the evolution of these 
parameters in near-real time from background state through run-up to and syn-eruption. Networks will be 
developed based on numerical modeling of magmatic and hydrothermal processes and their frequency. 
Part 2: At the same volcanoes, we propose a petrological examination of erupted products in order to 
determine the cause (e.g., mafic rejuvenation) and—using diffusion chronometry—timing of the eruption 
initiation event. Part 3: We propose to compare the results of both sets of studies (Parts 1 & 2), in addition 
to any regional seismic studies from the Faulting and Earthquake Cycles (FEC) working group, to determine 
whether the hypothesized correlation exists between the recorded gas and geophysical signals and the 
petrological timing of the eruption-initiation events. There is also the opportunity to investigate the effects 
of external triggers on processes at multiple timescales in magmatic and hydrothermal systems. Part 4. We 
propose a systematic comparison of petrological/textural and geophysical determinations of magma storage 
depth and ascent rate for each event with extrusion rate and eruptive styles monitored at the vent. Part 5. 
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We will incorporate all datasets into physical models of the magmatic-volcanic system to investigate magma 
migration processes and assimilate real-time observations from Part 1 in models to forecast eruptions. 
Scope. We propose a large number (n = 30–50) of Sensor Arrays in order to instrument volcanoes at 
different parts of their eruption cycle, with different chemistries of recharge magma (including mafic) and 
different eruptive styles. With 30–50 targets (e.g., a subset of volcanoes worldwide that are actively degassing 
and/or deforming; e.g., Carn et al., 2017; Furtney et al., 2018; Reath et al., 2020), we estimate a probability 
of ≧0.8 in “capturing and characterizing” approximately 10 eruptions in a 10-year period (Figures MDE-4 
and MDE-5). The 30–50 Sensor Arrays could be scattered across arcs globally, but logistically, it would 
make sense to focus on a few arcs with a high density of active volcanoes that present a diversity of targets 
in terms of gas chemistry, magma chemistry, and eruptive behavior as well as relevant subduction 
parameters (sulfur and carbon flux, magma production rate, and upper plate stress regimes). 

 

 
 
Figure MDE-4. “Best-case scenario” for observations of eruption with Volcano Sensor Arrays, assuming observation of 
all 99 volcanoes worldwide that are degassing (Carn et al., 2017) or deforming (Furtney et al., 2018). Each plot 
characterizes eruptive activity at these 99 volcanoes within a 10-year period, coded by maximum VEI and repose period 
(cycle duration). These analyses together demonstrate a high probability of characterizing multiple eruptions following 
repose periods of one to eight years and VEI of 0–4 if the full set were instrumented with Sensor Arrays for a 10-year 
period.  
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Figure MDE-5. Calculated probabilities for n = 10, 30, and 50 Sensor Arrays observing eruption cycles for the 99 
identified restless volcanoes, and n = 10 and 30 for a subset of these from North, South, and Central America (36 
volcanoes). Probabilities were determined using observed eruption behavior for the 99 restless volcanoes in Carn et al. 
(2017) and Furtney et al. (2018) based on the decade 2000–2009. A precursory-eruption year pair is defined as a year 
without an eruption followed by a year with at least one eruption during this decade (such that both precursors and the 
eruption would be observed with the Sensor Arrays). Some volcanoes show more than one eruption cycle in this decade. 
Calculations use the binomial theorem for observational arrays of n = 10, 30, and 50 volcanoes. Probabilities for all 
restless volcanoes determined as P = (number of observed volcanoes that had !1 precursory-eruption year pair in the 
2000–2009 decade)/(total number of volcanoes) for all volcanoes, or for the subset of volcanoes in North, South, and 
Central America. This is 51/99 volcanoes for the entire set of restless volcanoes and 25/36 volcanoes for North, South, 
and Central America. Results are shown individually for each number of eruption cycles in (B) and (D) and binned into 
groups of five (A) and (C). 
 

Expected outcomes: 1. We expect to directly characterize the relationship between magmatic processes (e.g., 
mafic rejuvenation) and associated gas emissions and/or geophysical signals (e.g., deformation). This would 
enable real-time interpretation of volcanic gas signals during future volcanic unrest, hence, critically 
improving forecasting abilities. 2. We expect to establish a correlation between mafic rejuvenation as a 
driver of eruptions and the characteristic timescales over which it initiates eruptions. 3. We expect to 
identify the critical thresholds in outgassing efficiency and magma ascent rate that correspond to different 
eruptive behaviors. 4. We expect that any correlation between local and regional seismicity, deformation, 
and changes in degassing and volcanic seismicity will permit differentiation between external (stress 
changes on magmatic systems) and internal triggering mechanisms (mafic rejuvenation, or changes in 
magmatic pressure). 
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IIIc. Experiments Based on Volcano Rapid Response Arrays + Remote Sensing 

Given the goal of capturing eruption-related phenomena inherent in Hypothesis sets A and C, a component 
of the MDE implementation plan will involve rapid response to eruptions or episodes of unrest in cases 
when there is potential to make observations of precursory and syn-eruptive behavior, particularly for VEI 
4+ eruptions. Thus, we envision maintaining strategic caches of Rapid Response Arrays, ideally housed in 
target regions, combined with a program of routine remote sensing (to detect anomalous degassing, thermal 
emissions, and/or deformation) to identify candidate targets. 

 

IIId. Exhumed Systems & Past Eruptive Records   

Targeted hypothesis: B  

Proposed experiments: Exhumed plutonic rocks and past eruptions place critical constraints on variables 
including mantle magma supply rate, storage conditions (e.g., depths, temperatures, volatile contents), 
spatial distribution, and longevity of magma bodies in the crust. Plutonic localities that represent end 
members (in terms of variables listed above such as magma supply) will enable testing of hypotheses for 
how these variables influence evolution of the subsurface magmatic systems driving surface hazards. Key 
measurements include: Part 1. Geochronology, geospeedometry, lab experiments, and models to explore 
processes over a wide range of timescales (millions of years to minutes) and rates (e.g., mantle supply rate, 
magma ascent rates, longevity and periodicity of magmas in eruptible, and uneruptible states). Part 2. 
Geobarometry to establish the structure and distribution of phases within magmatic systems and magma 
within the crust through time. Part 3. (Hyper)-dense geochemistry throughout the stratigraphy of plutons 
and past eruptive sequences, as well as experiments on natural compositions, to assess the evolution of 
critical magmatic properties (e.g., volatile contents) and relationships between magmatic events and 
eruption (e.g., recharge). Part 4. Synthesis of these results to place constraints on the thermal structure of 
the crust in time and space and on the rate and efficiency of internal processes (phase segregation and 
magma transport to shallower portions of the crust), which will have application in models regarding the 
eruptibility of magmas, incubation time for reservoir growth, and geophysical measurements within the 
active system. Scope. There are a number of existing, well-mapped exhumed plutonic systems suited to 
address the proposed hypotheses (Table MDE-2). However, different exposed plutonic systems provide 
access to different levels within the crust (from 0–60 km), architectures (oceanic versus continental arcs), 
and inferred tectonic regimes (compressional versus extensional). In addition, different sites have been 
studied to greater or lesser detail and with different methods. Given the variability in characteristics of 
exhumed systems, one investigational approach (e.g., as for active volcanoes) may not be appropriate for 
every site. Rather, each site may have independent research needs with the goal of understanding magmatic 
compositional variation with depth, storage times, and magmatic fluxes. For example, study scopes may 
range from the individual pluton scale to a trans-crustal cross section of an exhumed arc. The number and 
diversity of sites should be selected based on their utility in testing hypotheses and proposed initiatives 
should build off existing datasets.  

Expected outcomes: We expect to characterize the magmatic history (e.g., composition, storage depths, 
transit times) and state of the crust through time and its relationship to magma eruptibility, eruption 
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periodicity, and drivers of magmatic eruptions. Comparison of this arc-scale magmatic history with long-
term histories of erosion and landscape evolution will be critical to evaluating cross-disciplinary questions 
regarding how arc structure links to surface topography and sediment generation.  

 
IV. SITE EVALUATION 

The Notional Experiments in Section III will involve all aspects of the complete VolcArray. Imaging Arrays 
will be required at a small number (~3) of arcs that represent fast, intermediate, and slow convergence and 
have imageable trans-crustal magmatic systems and accessible volcanic histories (~6 targets total, assuming 
two per arc). Sensor Arrays are also necessary to deploy at a large number (~30–50) of arc volcanoes that 
exhibit magmatic unrest and have a history of frequent eruption, with the potential for augmentation by 
Rapid Response Arrays during times of unrest.  All sites should be logistically feasible (accessibility and 
openness of data are key) and should involve close partnership with local observatories and academic 
institutions. Some of the selected regions/sites should also be a good fit with the FEC and Landscape & 
Seascape (L&S) priorities to maximize logistical support and allow for cross-cutting science activities. 

 
IVa. Ideal Location Characteristics and the MDE Arc Volcano Inventory  

Volcano Imaging Arrays are largely aimed at Hypothesis Sets B and C, with a small number of targets 
for intensive and integrated geological, geochemical, and geophysical studies.  (Figure MDE-2, right) 
Ideal location characteristics include:  

A.  Target volcanoes should ideally be located in a temperate climate away from populated areas. There 
should be access to significant land area for certain key observations, such as wide-aperture seismic 
and geodetic deployments and InSAR. This would likely preclude island arc volcanoes. 

B.  Excellent exposures or records of past eruptive deposits should be accessible for study of volume, 
eruptive intensity, composition, thermobarometry, geochronometry, and geospeedometry.  

C.  Targets that span a range of convergence rates. Ideally, Imaging Arrays would be deployed in 
volcanic arcs formed from slow, medium and fast convergence. 

D.  Target volcanoes should enable tests of mantle magma supply rate as a driving parameter for the 
location, depth, distribution, and chemistry of the trans-crustal magma system. For this reason, 
magmas should not be substantially contaminated by crustal interactions.  

E.  Development of eruptive and intrusive (in exhumed plutons) histories and corresponding magma 
reservoir “state” over timescales ranging from 10–2 to 104 years, and their analysis in the context of 
modern and paleo records of large earthquakes and sector collapses, ideally in sites with and 
without geologically recent glaciation episodes.  

F.  If there are restless volcanoes within the Imaging Arrays, they would be natural targets for Sensor 
Arrays too. 

G.  Some of the Imaging Arrays should be co-located with FEC and L&S targets, as this will offer the 
greatest opportunity for intensive study across the arc system.  
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Volcano Sensor Arrays are largely aimed at Hypothesis sets A and C, with many diverse targets (n = 
~30–50).  Ideal location characteristics include: 

A.   Target volcanoes need to be “active,” in the sense of showing unrest and/or potential for eruption 
within the next decade.  

B.   Time-series characterization of gas chemistry—this requires good summit access to deploy 
MulitGas units year-round or with unmanned aircraft system (UAS) campaigns. 

C.  A diversity of magma chemistries, from mafic to felsic. A good proportion of the target volcanoes 
should be of basaltic composition to test hypotheses as to magma initiation time, mafic recharge, 
and gas chemistry. 

D.  Time-series measurements of seismicity, electrical conductivity, gravity, and deformation. Targets 
should be accessible in order to deploy and maintain near-field instrumentation and to provide 
telemetry options for near-real-time, open data transmission. 

E.  Capturing eruptions. While not necessary, capturing eruptions and even full eruptive cycles would 
provide precursory signals vital for developing forecasts. Such signals of unrest (or not) prior to 
eruption would test hypotheses concerning magma composition, recharge, gas chemistry, stealth 
magma ascent, and second boiling in initiating eruption. A subset of the volcanoes should have the 
potential to erupt multiple times with different intensities over the observation period. 

F.  A diversity of eruptive styles and intensity. Ideally Sensor Arrays would capture eruptions from 
VEI 1 to 4. This may require Rapid Response Arrays as well (see Section III). 

G.  Proximity to large magnitude (M>7) earthquakes to test for triggering of volcanic unrest and 
eruption. 

H.  Active volcanoes spanning a range of relevant subduction parameters, including varying carbon 
and sulfur fluxes, mantle magma supply rate, and upper plate stress state. 

To identify candidate sites that meet the above criteria, we assembled an MDE Arc Volcano Inventory that 
tabulates relevant characteristics for all of Earth’s currently active volcanic arcs, along with an inventory of 
Global Exhumed Arc Plutonic Sections. The Arc Volcano Inventory includes both scientific and logistical 
considerations. A key scientific consideration is whether a volcano is “restless,” based on recent 
compilations of volcanoes that are actively emitting gas (Carn et al., 2017) or deforming (Furtney et al., 
2018).   

 

IVb. Ideal Locations for Volcano Imaging Arrays (n~6)  

Imaging Arrays for intensive studies should be located in arcs with slow, intermediate, and fast 
convergence, with target systems in each arc being “representative” of typical arc volcanism (e.g., not in 
back-arc, relatively simple crustal tectonics/structure). Below we list and evaluate candidate arcs 
representing a range of convergence rates (see the MDE Arc Volcano Inventory for a full list). Given the 
necessary aperture of geophysical arrays required to image deep roots of trans-crustal magmatic systems, 
we a priori exclude island and submarine arcs as candidates.  

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1UagpA5bZut3cU0xexVIlYe-hkXER0lqNcXG67X3Rv9A/edit#gid=2091459357
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cITgeeHafy8B3lFJx9sZBPENnQM9BMp8/edit#gid=1893617503
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1UagpA5bZut3cU0xexVIlYe-hkXER0lqNcXG67X3Rv9A/edit#gid=2091459357
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Slow convergence rate (< ~40 km/Ma): Cascadia 

Cascadia (20–42 km/Ma) represents slow plate convergence and a relatively simple upper-crust stress 
regime. The North Island of New Zealand (25–36 km/Ma) also represents slow plate convergence, but 
recent/active volcanism is located in a back-arc basin. Therefore, Cascadia is the preferred candidate site 
for an Imaging Array Notional Experiment. Potential Targets in Cascadia include Three Sisters, Hood, 
Adams, Glacier Peak, and Baker.  

Intermediate convergence rate (~40–60 km/Ma): Peninsular Alaska, Mexico 

Candidate arc segments with intermediate convergence rates include peninsular Alaska (58–66 km/Ma), 
Mexico (50–61 km/Ma), and SW Japan (Kyushu – 60 km/Ma). However, Kyushu is a complex upper-plate 
tectonic environment characterized by a major strike-slip fault and a spatially heterogeneous crustal stress 
field (Matsumoto et al., 2015), therefore, it is not ideal as a representative volcanic environment. Potential 
targets in Alaska include Redoubt, Iliamna, Spurr, and Augustine. Potential targets in Mexico include 
Popocatepetl and the Chichinautzin Volcanic Field.  

Fast convergence rate (>60 km/Ma): S. Chile/Ecuador, CAVA, Philippines, NE Japan 

Candidate arc segments with fast convergence rates include Chile: (69–80 km/Ma), Kamchatka (73–77 
km/Ma), the Central American Volcanic Arc (62–79 km/Ma), the Philippines (54–100 km/Ma), NE Japan 
(83–93 km/Ma), and Indonesia (Sumatra, 68 km/Ma, Java-Bali 71 km/My). However, the Sumatran Fault 
results in complex crustal structure on Sumatra, and access is challenging in Indonesia and Kamchatka. 
Potential targets in Chile include Cordon Caulle, Calbuco, Chaiten, Osorno, Villarrica, Llaima, and 
Lonquimay. Potential targets in the Central American Volcanic Arc include Santiaguito, Fuego, Pacaya, 
Masaya, Rincon de la Vieja, Turrialba, and others. Potential targets in the Philippines include Pinatubo, 
Mayon, Taal, and Bulusan. Potential targets in NE Japan include Usu, Iwate, and Zao. Potential targets in 
Ecuador include Guagua Pichincha and Cotopaxi, though we note that these volcanoes have erupted 
magmas that have interacted substantially with the crust (Ancellin et al., 2019), are located above fairly thick 
(>55 km) arc crust that may be difficult to fully image and are underlain by a subducted hotspot track (the 
Carnegie Ridge). Thus, we view Ecuador as a second-tier priority site. 

Host country priorities and expert input across the community are critical at this stage for defining ideal 
targets for Volcano Imaging Arrays.  

 

IVc. Ideal Locations for Volcano Sensor Arrays (n~30)  

Sensor Arrays should be located on a large number of restless volcanoes that span the full range of magma 
type, degassing and deformation mode, unrest and eruptive style, and subduction and upper plate 
parameters. As Figure MDE-6 shows, potential targets among the most active volcanoes on Earth are widely 
distributed about the globe. Island volcanoes could be included as useful targets. 
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Figure MDE-6. Map showing the location of Earth’s most 
active volcanoes (i.e., those that have erupted 10+ times in 
the past 20 years). 
 
 
There are advantages to such a distributed approach, as 
a diversity of Sensor Arrays would provide a diversity 
of collaborators and more on-ramps for community 
involvement. On the other hand, location of Sensor 
Arrays in a single region would enable the most 
efficient logistics, capacity building, and ability to cache 

instruments for Rapid Response Arrays. It would also have the potential to link to FEC and L&S 
observational campaigns. No single country provides 30 ideal targets; however, given the importance of 
current unrest, summit access for gas measurements and mafic magma is an asset. A single location would 
also limit the range of subduction and upper plate variables that could be explored. Thus, we favor a hybrid 
model, whereby most Sensor Arrays are located in a small number of countries/arcs. Figure MDE-7 
illustrates the geographic distribution of volcanoes that erupt most frequently (10+ in the past 20 years), 
with Indonesia, Mexico/Central America, and South America having the highest concentrations. Thus, for 
hypotheses that require capturing an eruption, these regions are most fertile for the deployment of Sensor 
Arrays. The primary requirement for Sensor Array targets, however, is restlessness, such that multiple time 
series (e.g., gas chemistry, flux, seismicity, and/or deformation) can be measured. This opens up more 
regions than illustrated in Figures MDE-6 and MDE-7 (see MDE Arc Volcano Inventory) and community 
input will be vital in choosing the ideal regions for focus.  
 

 
Figure MDE-7. Histogram showing the 
number of highly active volcanoes (i.e., 
those that have erupted 10+ times in the 
past 20 years) in various regions on Earth. 
Study of these systems provides the best 
chance for capturing eruptions during the 
SZ4D project timeline. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1UagpA5bZut3cU0xexVIlYe-hkXER0lqNcXG67X3Rv9A/edit#gid=2091459357
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IVd. Exhumed Systems 

Exhumed systems afford a complementary deeper crustal record to active volcanic systems as they represent 
accessible records of the transit of magmas from the mantle to the surface. Ancient arc systems, representing 
both accreted oceanic and continental arc crust, are widely present in the geologic record and range in age, 
exposure depths, and lithologies (Table MDE-2). A handful of localities represent nearly complete arc 
crustal sections in that they preserve depths from the crust-mantle interface to surface volcanic and 
sedimentary rocks and have been extensively studied (e.g., Talkeetna arc, Kohistan arc). Other localities 
may only preserve a record of magmatic activity within a restricted depth range (e.g., Southern Alisitos 
Arc).  

Desired Attributes. The choice of locality to address the scientific questions defined in Section I will depend 
on the specific question to be addressed and what lithologies, age range, prior information and context are 
required. Further, multiple comparative localities should be selected to test hypotheses, as well as to 
potentially use as ancient analogs to concurrently studied active systems. For example, many arcs display 
an episodicity in terms of magmatic flux (e.g., Sierra Nevada). Comparing crustal residence times, magmatic 
compositions, and storage depths during “high”- and “low”-flux time periods are an example of studies that 
could be undertaken. In addition, localities preserving both contemporaneous plutonic and volcanic 
records could be particularly useful to connect plutonic observations to volcanic products. Table MDE-2 
highlights potential study localities but is not meant to limit potential study sites to those listed. Prior 
characterization (in terms of chemistry, geochronology, modeling, etc.), while useful, is not required. Sites 
could also be selected to coordinate field experiences and logistics with Volcano Sensor and Imaging 
Arrays on active systems (e.g., South America or Cascadia). 

Site Attributes. Table MDE-2 lists previously studied sites that are useful archives of the deep crust with 
their defining attributes such as age, range of depth exposed, lithologies, and whether a complementary, 
coeval volcanic section is present. Importantly, this list is not comprehensive but rather highlights some 
well-studied localities. 
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Table MDE-2. Examples of well-studied, exhumed plutonic localities. 
 

LOCALITY Country/ 
Location 

Oceanic/ 
Cont. Age (Ma) 

Depth 
Range 
(km) 

Lithologies 
Volcanic 
Section 

Exposed? 

Magma 
production 

rate (km3 km–

1 My–1)* 

Kohistan arc Pakistan O 100–50 0–55 

Ultramafic, mafic, 
intermediate, and 

silicic plutonic 
rocks with 

overlying volcanic 
and sedimentary 

section. 

Y 220–290 

Talkeetna arc Alaska, 
USA O 200–150 0–10; 20–

30 

Ultramafic, mafic, 
intermediate, and 

silicic plutonic 
rocks with 

overlying volcanic 
and sedimentary 

section. 

Y - 

Cascades arc Canada 
USA C Mesozoic 0–40 

Mafic, intermediate, 
silicic plutonic 

rocks, basaltic to 
rhyolitic volcanic 

rocks and 
volcaniclastics 

Y - 

Southern 
Alisitos arc 

Baja, 
Mexico O Cretaceous 0–7 

Mafic to silicic 
hypabyssal 

plutonic rocks with 
overlying volcanic 
and volcaniclastic 

section. 

Y - 

Median 
batholith, 
Fiordland 

New 
Zealand C Mesozoic 15–50+ Mafic to silicic 

plutonic rocks. N 200–600  

Famantina 
arc Argentina C 550–465 0; 10–30 

Mafic, intermediate, 
and silicic plutonic 

rocks with 
overlying volcanic 
and sedimentary 

section. 

Y 300–400 
(flare up) 

Sierra 
Nevada arc CA, USA C 250–80 5–30 

Mafic, intermediate, 
and silicic plutonic 
rocks with minor 

overlying volcanic 
rocks. 

Y 
85–345 

(flare up) 
 

 

*Magma addition rates (per length of arc) from Jagoutz & Schmidt (2013); Ducea et al. (2015, 2017); Schwartz et al. (2017); Klein et 
al. (2021) 
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V. IMMEDIATE SCIENCE ACTIVITIES THAT CAN PRECEDE SZ4D DEPLOYMENTS 

Results from work on existing data and samples, along with key experimental and modeling efforts, will be 
essential for guiding details of future SZ4D deployments and ultimately achieving the main goals of MDE. 
These efforts include using petrologic studies, laboratory experiments, geophysical studies, and physical 
models to: (1) constrain the architecture, composition, and thermodynamic state of both active and extinct 
magmatic systems; (2) establish new tools for use in future experiments; and (3) tie together geophysical 
and petrological constraints to create conceptual, physical, and numerical models of magmatic systems. 
Each of these activities is directly linked to the MDE hypotheses. 

Previously erupted samples that are currently housed in repositories and individual research collections 
can be studied to constrain the architecture, composition, and thermodynamic state of arc magmatic 
systems both presently and through time. Similarly, studies to examine intrusive-extrusive relationships in 
magmatic systems are necessary and can be conducted using existing samples. Specifically, applying well-
established petrologic tools (e.g., geothermobarometers, hygrometers, phase relations, geochemistry, 
geochronology) to these samples will constrain pressures, temperatures, compositions, depth, average 
repose times, melt extraction efficiency, and eruption initiation mechanisms of magmas and magma storage 
regions of prior eruptions [Hypothesis Sets A and B]. Few such studies have been systematically undertaken 
for a whole arc, or even an arc segment, especially for active systems. However, such information is critical 
for understanding the evolution and current state of the crust and magma storage at both active and inactive 
systems. For example, only 27 of the 99 “restless” volcanoes that are emitting SO2 and/or actively deforming 
(Carn et al., 2017; Furtney et al., 2018) have had enough petrological data collected to provide estimates of 
magma storage pressures and temperatures. These efforts to collect new, and synthesize existing, data for 
target volcanoes will be critical in contextualizing field measurements made with the Sensor and Imaging 
Arrays.  

Laboratory experiments are an essential tool in furthering our understanding of magmatic processes in 
arcs, can be used as a starting point to address MDE hypotheses, and can inform the design and deployment 
of field experiments. Experiments will be critical in constraining the P-T-X-H2O-CO2 conditions of magma 
storage. For example, laboratory exploration of phase equilibria in P-T-X space can provide more context 
and more precise estimates than geothermobarometers for a targeted system. Only six of the 99 “restless” 
volcanoes mentioned above have been subjected to detailed phase equilibria experiments, highlighting the 
need for this work. Such experiments will be particularly useful for the active magmatic systems chosen for 
comprehensive 4D study using Imaging Arrays. Similarly, experiments that constrain the pressure-
composition controls on volcanic gas CO2/SO2 ratios are critical for interpreting gas time series that will be 
measured using Sensor Arrays and relating them to processes at depth and accompanying geophysical time 
series. Additionally, the development of improved geothermobarometers and calibrations of crystallinity-
temperature relationships will be needed to extract information about the state of the magma from erupted 
samples and can precede instrumental deployments. Rock physics experiments are needed to incorporate 
realistic magma and host rock rheologies into models of magma movement and forecasting models, as well 
as to develop constitutive models relating geophysical parameters (e.g., elastic moduli, electrical resistivity) 
to the thermodynamic state of the imaged magma body.  
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Physical modeling is essential to tie together field observations (petrology, geodetic, and geophysical 
inversions) and build a framework to investigate the evolution of magmatic systems over a range of time 
and length scales. Pre-deployment modeling efforts can also be leveraged to design and guide the 
instrumentation and data integration strategies. Mechanical modeling allows assessment of the response of 
the magmatic system, as defined by petrological and geophysical datasets, to different rates of magma supply 
and magma composition [Hypothesis Sets A and B]. Past and present signals of unrest can be combined 
with an understanding of the rheological response of the crust to hindcast and forecast the conditions that 
may initiate an eruption [Hypothesis A].  

 
VI. LABORATORY AND MODELING STUDIES  

In parallel to field deployments (Section III), and building on immediate scientific activities (Section V), a 
spectrum of laboratory and modeling studies will be critical to testing MDE Hypotheses.  

 

VIa.  Laboratory Experimental Studies 

Proposed laboratory experiments: 1. Volatiles: we propose to perform new sets of volatile solubility 
experiments at magmatic conditions. While solubility laws for H2O are well characterized, CO2 solubility is 
poorly known under lower crustal conditions. The behavior of S is as yet highly underconstrained given the 
complex partitioning relationships that exist across multiple melt and gas species as a function of P, T, and 
oxidation state. More work is also needed to fully understand the behavior of halogens and noble gases. 2. 
Diffusion: Accurate determination of timescales of magmatic processes such as ascent rate, residence time, 
and mixing timing require new experiments to develop accurate diffusion laws as a function of P-T-X (and 
importantly H2O). 3. Geobarometers: To understand the rate, path, and distribution of magma through 
the crust, it is essential to reliably determine the pressure growth history of crystals. Geobarometers for 
magmatic systems have been developed for more than 50 years, yet are still critically inaccurate for crustal 
magmatic systems. We therefore propose to perform new sets of phase equilibria experiments targeted to 
specific arc melt compositions and trans-crustal P-T space to increase the utility of geobarometers. 4. 
Analog experiments can explore the effects of solid and multi-phase liquid rheology on magma movement, 
pluton growth, and outgassing efficiency. 5. Seismic velocity and attenuation, and electrical conductivity 
measurements are necessary to interpret geophysical images as a function of melt and bubble contents for 
different compositions, fractions, and geometries.  

Expected outcomes: 1. We will improve current degassing models by incorporating better solubility and 
partitioning laws into multi-component systems. This is critical to interpreting measured volcanic gas 
compositions in terms of magmatic processes. 2. We expect to improve our capacity to characterize 
magmatic events (e.g., mixing or recharge events) and quantify the duration of residence in reservoirs and 
rate of ascent. 3. We expect to significantly improve our understanding of the depths at which magmas 
reside and better reconstruct their pressure-time histories. 4. Rock physics experiments would both improve 
understanding of the mechanical coupling between magmas and their host during transport and 
accumulation and provide more accurate models to relate elastic and electrical properties of multiphase 
magmas for geophysical inversions.  
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VIb.  Modeling Studies 

Physics-based numerical models integrate observations into a framework that enables testing of hypotheses. 
The MDE community will partner with the Modeling Collaboratory for Subduction (MCS), who will 
maintain existing codes, as well as develop, validate, and benchmark new codes, and make them available 
to the broad community. Moreover, we expect that the needs for new modeling paradigms will overlap with 
the two other groups in SZ4D, such as the development of multiscale fluid-melt/rock mechanical models 
that are central to describing the physics of magma-host rock interactions, pore fluids in faults, and 
landscape/seascape evolution models. Modeling efforts will start with those that emphasize generic 
magmatic behavior—from formation to transport to eruption—based on experimentally determined 
constitutive and phase equilibria relations. Then, modeling efforts will turn to integrating data, testing 
hypotheses, and developing forecasts for specific volcanic systems, focusing on those chosen for Array 
deployments. 

 

COMMUNITY COORDINATION PLAN 

Clear plans for community-wide science and outreach coordination are critical to the success of SZ4D. In 
an SZ4D survey of the volcanology community, 85% of respondents identified a multidisciplinary, 
community-driven effort like SZ4D as important for understanding subduction zones. However, in the 
same survey, ~50% of respondents identified the U.S. academic volcanology community as 6/10 or less in 
terms of organization. Evidently, there is both broad agreement on the need for an initiative like SZ4D to 
understand integrative questions like subduction zone hazards and significant challenges in building 
organizational capacity within the MDE-aligned community. Indeed, improved organization and 
coordination was highlighted as a major goal in the NAS ERUPT report (NASEM, 2017). Fortunately, in 
the wake of the ERUPT report, several linked efforts such as the CONVERSE RCN and MCS have forged a 
clear path towards improved community coordination. We will build on the successful coordination plans 
from these efforts to develop an MDE- and SZ4D-wide science coordination plan. 

Key lessons from CONVERSE include a transparent organizational structure with science advisory 
committees to ensure an open application process for sample and data collection, sample distribution, and 
other fieldwork. For example, one-page proposals were solicited from the community for proposed field 
campaigns and access to samples from the Kilauea 2020 eruption. These proposals were evaluated by a 
scientific advisory committee that worked closely with the observatory (Fischer et al., 2021). Also important 
are clear and consistent protocols for data and sample handling, and the accessibility and equitable 
representation in decision-making across communities, career stages, and nationalities. The interest and 
high participation rates in CONVERSE and MCS activities suggest they represent the starting point for a 
successful blueprint for coordination across SZ4D, with the overall goal of more interdisciplinary and 
stronger scientific results. 

Key components of implementation of SZ4D and related efforts are already underway. The SZ4D webinar 
series, MCS workshops, and CONVERSE virtual eruption scenarios are drawing hundreds of participants. 
Infrastructure funding efforts have already begun with the submission of a Mid-scale Research 
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Infrastructure (MsRI) proposal to NSF to support development of MDE-related infrastructure in mid-2021. 
While this submission was unsuccessful, the process of proposal development fostered broad cross-
disciplinary collaboration and the review process provided valuable feedback for future submissions. These 
current efforts can be envisioned as Phase 0 of the program, with subsequent Phases 1 through 3 
representing immediate science activities (Phase 1, Section V of this report), the main SZ4D deployments 
and field campaigns based on the notional experiments (Phase 2, Section III of this report), and a final 
synthesis stage after data collection is complete (Phase 3). Topics such as technology development and 
experimental design addressed by the MsRI proposal would be undertaken during Phase 1. This phasing 
framework and timeline has been adopted among all SZ4D groups to ensure their activities are in step with 
each other over the course of the program.    

 
VIIa. Coordination Across SZ4D 

SZ4D will involve a trio of approaches: (1) large-scale physical infrastructure that cuts across traditional 
disciplinary and geographic boundaries; (2) community-driven and PI-driven science funding that will 
inform infrastructure deployment on an ongoing basis; and (3) coordination infrastructure, including 
support for data storage and analysis, scientific workshops, training, and outreach. Developing a plan to 
integrate efforts in each of these areas across the MDE, FEC, and L&S communities will be a focus of the 
next stage of SZ4D planning. Working group participants from each community will be cross-embedded 
to ensure alignment and coordinated planning. 
 
 
SUMMARY OF KEY SCIENTIFIC AND BROADER OUTCOMES  

A major metric for the success of the SZ4D initiative is the extent to which it will enable the subduction 
science community to address questions and hypotheses that would not be accessible absent the scale and 
integration of the SZ4D effort. The motivating hypotheses for the MDE community relate the mantle supply 
of magma to the trans-crustal magmatic system and ultimately to volcanic hazards at the surface. Testing 
these hypotheses will build understanding of how volcanoes work, with implications for subduction zone 
hazards and forecasts. More broadly, the SZ4D effort will build organizational, infrastructure, and training 
capacity across the volcano science community.  
 
Links to: 
•  Traceability Matrix 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QQVKWX-VelvOlJUTjM5572Ii29L0Y_cdNQs-aZxEIXw/edit?usp=sharing 
•  MDE Arc Volcano Inventory 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1UagpA5bZut3cU0xexVIlYe-hkXER0lqNcXG67X3Rv9A/edit?usp=sharing 
• Global Exhumed Arc Plutonic Sections 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cITgeeHafy8B3lFJx9sZBPENnQM9BMp8/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1004113995488778
98023&rtpof=true&sd=true 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QQVKWX-VelvOlJUTjM5572Ii29L0Y_cdNQs-aZxEIXw/edit#gid=1837624381
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZQ5wgsm6YPzoAsRrW_a-mYcCvdphA21BDHH0yodGqKQ/edit#gid=2091459357
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cITgeeHafy8B3lFJx9sZBPENnQM9BMp8/edit#gid=1893617503
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2.3 Landscapes and Seascapes  

 

SCIENTIFIC MOTIVATION  

Earth surface and solid Earth processes play a central role in shaping subduction zone landscapes and 
seascapes and drive hazards that impact civilization. Storms and earthquake shaking mobilize rocks, 
sediment, and soil, which are continuously transported seaward by the ebb and flow of flooding rivers and 
offshore currents. Catastrophic and punctuated erosional pulses across landscapes and seascapes can 
initiate complicated responses and continuous adjustments that persist for years or even decades following 
the events that precipitated the geomorphic cascade (e.g., Gran, 2012; Bruni et al., 2021). Slope failures from 
volcanic sector collapse, earthquake land-level changes, and storms can all dam river channels, leading to 
continuous adjustments in response to changes in sediment supply or outburst floods that rapidly alter river 
channel morphology (e.g., Capra & Macias, 2002)—both of which can impact downstream communities. 
The generation of large volumes of detritus from subduction zone disturbances can modify river networks 
for decades to years, changing both their forms and processes in ways that may produce more frequent 
flooding and promote channel widening (e.g., Major et al., 2016; Korup et al., 2019). These geohazards 
reflect the state of the subduction zone system, which arises from long-term subduction zone processes 
(e.g., Ott et al., 2021). For example, faulting and folding of the crust between the subduction trench and the 
volcanic arc modifies sediment transport systems (e.g., Wells et al., 1988), builds climate-altering 
topography, and produces ground failures (e.g., Bhattacharya et al., 2018). Volcanic and magmatic 
processes likewise build topography (e.g., Karlstrom et al., 2018) and influence the thermal and mechanical 
state of the crust (e.g., Karakas et al., 2017) that impacts short-term volcanic hazards. Communities in 
subduction zone landscapes and seascapes are especially vulnerable to the impacts of these types of events. 

Understanding types of Earth surface disturbances and their cascading impacts have enormous practical 
importance because they pose substantial risks to the ecosystems, communities, and infrastructure within 
subduction zone landscapes and seascapes. Despite this, we still lack an understanding of when catastrophic 
surface disturbances will be initiated, where the detritus produced by these events will go, and how long 
and far the cascading impacts that are produced by these disturbances will extend. Likewise, it is still unclear 
what controls the amount of subduction zone convergence that accumulates between the trench and arc, 
which determines the potential for earthquakes, tsunamis, and seismically triggered mass wasting in areas 
often proximal to populated areas and sculpts the topography that defines subduction zone environments. 

Recently developed and emerging technologies now allow us to study these processes in ways never before 
possible. Advances have been made in the ability to observe the initiation, transport, and long-term impact 
of these events and to simulate the physics of these processes at the scale of subduction zone systems. High-
resolution space-borne imaging methods now allow us to locate where and when events are initiated, and 
in some cases, characterize rates of motion. Suborbital plane and drone-based platforms, coupled with 
computer vision developments, allow detailed characterization of downstream impacts produced by 
disturbances. Submarine drone and continuous monitoring technologies have very recently allowed us to 
capture seascape changes produced by submarine fault scarp degradation (Hughes et al., 2021) and 
sediment density currents that may be initiated by earthquake-generated submarine landslides. Likewise, 
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these technologies enable us for the first time to gain both a detailed and synoptic view of the way in which 
areas between the trench and the volcanic arc deform in four dimensions, which allows us to begin to 
constrain the total subduction zone energy budget. High-precision satellite geodesy, repeat laser altimetry, 
drone-based and new submarine monitoring and imaging technologies, and high-resolution optical and 
multispectral imagery can now quantify Earth’s continuous deformation and erosion in near-real time. 
Simultaneously, developments in computer hardware now provide petaflop-scale computation to 
researchers, while developments in numerical methods allow accurate simulation of multiphase physics of 
the flows produced by disturbances and cascading impacts. These advances allow us to use state-of-the-art 
numerical models that couple the action of surface processes and subduction-zone geodynamics to link 
observations to the energetics and dynamics of the processes that shape subduction zone landscapes and 
seascapes, which is foundational to understanding the risks that hazardous tectonic events pose to 
communities occupying subduction zones. Many of these advances are accelerating in a way that will allow 
us to address fundamental questions that underlie our ability to understand these hazardous events through 
a decade-long, community-wide effort. 

The Landscapes and Seascapes component of the SZ4D has identified two broad, guiding research questions 
and related hypotheses that leverage this suite of new observational technologies, computational 
capabilities, and model developments. Addressing these questions will benefit from and enhance progress 
towards goals put forth by the Faulting and Earthquake Cycles (FEC) and Magmatic Drivers of Eruption 
(MDE) working groups, providing a framework for interdisciplinary research that will lead to 
transformative advances in subduction zone science. 

(1) How do events within Earth’s atmosphere, hydrosphere, and solid Earth generate and transport 
sediment across subduction zone landscapes and seascapes?  For example, what are the 
fundamental controls on the initiation and runout of landslides, turbidity currents, liquefaction, 
and other surface processes, including those influenced by earthquakes and volcanic events? How 
do surface processes produce cascading and persistent impacts as material is transported across the 
landscape and seascape? What are the feedbacks between subduction zone earthquakes and 
volcanic eruptions, and sediment generation and transport across landscapes and seascapes? 

(2) What fraction of a subduction zone’s energy budget goes into building and shaping subduction 
zone landscapes and seascapes? For example, how much permanent deformation is absorbed in 
the upper plate of the subduction zone and what factors control this? How do the subduction 
interface, upper plate structures, and magmatic systems collectively modify sediment transport 
systems and respond to landscape and seascape change? How does the interplay of processes across 
the subduction zone contribute to the deformation energy budget that constrains the potential 
energy that drives landslides and the conditions that trigger earthquakes and eruptions? How do 
periodic changes in climate affect the crust’s stress state? 
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From these guiding questions, we have developed a series of testable hypotheses in subduction zone systems. 
We organize these hypotheses in terms of each research question. 

How do events within Earth’s atmosphere, hydrosphere, and solid Earth generate and transport 
sediment across subduction zone landscapes and seascapes? (Figure LS-1) A broad working hypothesis 
addressing this question is that the frequency of events that initiate and mobilize sediment control sediment 
generation and transport. When sediment is mobilized by storms, atmospheric rivers, and high 
precipitation intensities more frequently than solid Earth events (e.g., earthquake shaking and volcanic 
unrest), the former will dominate sediment generation and transport (e.g., as in LaHusen et al., 2020; Major 
et al., 2021). Conversely, solid Earth events may play a large role in shaping landscapes when these types of 
large, sediment-generating and -transporting storms are infrequent (e.g., Bruni et al., 2021). Thus, the ratio 
of the recurrence time of a “landscape-impacting” storm to a “landscape-impacting” solid Earth disturbance 
determines the imprint that atmospheric versus solid Earth processes play in shaping various parts of a 
subduction zone landscape. In the case of hillslopes, when large, landslide-generating storms occur 
frequently, landslide-related hillslope transport is dominated by these atmospheric events. When these 
events occur less frequently, earthquake shaking or intense volcanic rock weathering may play a significant 
role in the generation of landslides. The generation of density currents by onshore storms versus offshore 
seismically generated mass failures varies throughout the submarine tributary system, as the relative 
recurrence times of these generative events vary. In the main canyon system during sea level low stands, the 
main channel may be frequently occupied by onshore-generated hyperpycnal flows that ignite density 
currents often enough to reduce the role that large shaking events play in generating these events. In 
contrast, tributaries heading within the continental slope receive few density flows from onshore via 
hyperpycnal flows, leading density current generation to be dominated by seismically produced mass 
failures. For the case of rivers, the role of atmospheric versus solid Earth events depends on the recurrence 
of sediment-generation events versus sediment-transport events. When large magnitude injections of 
sediment by, for instance, volcanic eruptions, lahars, and widespread earthquake-generated landslides are 
on the order of, or much more frequent than, fluvial transport events, these sediment pulses locally 
overwhelm the transport capacity of rivers, producing large changes in aggradation and deposition within 
the channel. Conversely, when fluvial transport events are frequent and sediment generation is continuous, 
steady transport of sediment in rivers causes few changes in the morphology of rivers.  
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Figure LS-1. Schematic representation of the drivers of cascading earth surface hazards.  Punctuated events, such as 
earthquake shaking and large storms can increase the incidence of mass failure (dash-dot line) during the event and in 
its wake.  Likewise, volcanic eruptions can instigate mudflows (dashed line), whose impacts persist long after the 
eruption has occurred.  These punctuated transport processes introduce large mass inputs to rivers, whose geometries 
may be persistently impacted in a way that generate hazards such as flooding for decades following the instigating 
events (solid line).  This array of instantaneous and cascading impacts can produce substantial and persistent long-term 
impacts that propagate throughout entire large watersheds, impacting downstream communities and infrastructure 
(dotted line).  

 
What fraction of a subduction zone’s energy budget goes into building and shaping subduction zone 
landscapes and seascapes? (Figure LS-2) A central working hypothesis is that the style of upper plate 
deformation is regulated by plate motions and coupling along the subduction megathrust, elastic and 
inelastic deformation processes in the upper plate, body forces generated by topography, and the rheological 
configuration of the upper plate (e.g., Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2013; Penserini et al., 2017; Malatesta et al., 2021). 
Tectonic boundary conditions, such as the plate motion vector and distribution of coupling along the 
subduction megathrust, which might be related to rheological changes or spatial/temporal variations in 
basal fluid pressures within the forearc and subduction megathrust (e.g., J. D. Barnes et al., 2019), limits the 
lateral stresses present in subduction zones. These tectonic stresses conspire with tractions acting along the 
base of the crust, body forces generated by time-evolving topography and crustal magmatic addition, and 
surface loads produced by ice, extrusive volcanism, and deposition to produce the state of stress within the 
crust (e.g., Willett, 1999; Fuller et al., 2006; Dielforder et al., 2020; Wang, 2020). This state of stress interacts 
with the physical properties of the upper plate (such as crustal weaknesses due to preexisting terrane 
boundaries and thermally weakened zones) to produce the nature, degree, and distribution of elastic and 
inelastic strain in the forearc, and dynamics of magmatic intrusion and eruption within subduction zone 
systems (e.g., Watt et al., 2013; Karlstrom et al. 2017). The state of stress informed by energy investigations 
provides critical constraints on the conditions that initiate earthquakes (e.g., Harris et al., 2009), landslides 
(e.g., Martel, 2004), and volcanic eruptions (e.g., Gudmundsson, 2012), while the energy budget itself 
provides constraints on the power available to drive these hazard events (e.g., Del Castello & Cooke, 2007). 
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Such an energy budget framework provides a mechanism to connect long-term subduction zone processes 
to the drivers of short-term geohazards. 
 
 

Figure LS-2. Schematic first-order energy budget of the entire subduction zone. The inset equation outlines in the 
energetic inputs (Wt - tectonic work; Hm - heat; Um - gravitational potential energy from mass in/out of the system), 
conservative energy terms (Ug - work of uplift against gravity; Wint - internal deformation work) and energetic sinks 
that are lost to the system (Els - kinetic energy of sediment transport; Et - tsunami energy; Hf - frictional heat of 
earthquakes; Es - seismic shaking and Ev - heat and kinetic energy of volcanic eruptions). Understanding the 
relationships between subduction zone processes can inform the energy available within the system that can drive 
damaging hazards. 
 
 

TRACEABILITY OF THE SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS THROUGH PRACTICAL ACTIVITIES  

The Landscapes and Seascapes working group defined our measurement priorities using a Science and 
Applications Traceability Matrix (SATM), which relates our driving science questions to the geophysical 
observables, measurement requirements, and in some cases, technologies that may be employed to collect 
these measurements. We used this process as a tool to identify key measurements that are required by our 
group, but we acknowledge several important shortcomings of the SATM, which we attempt to address in 
this report. First, the SATM framework is best suited to measurement requirements, but cyberinfrastructure 
and data management associated with data collection and analysis are also essential to the success of the 
Landscapes and Seascapes component of SZ4D. Furthermore, the SATM does not easily include needs such 
as numerical model development and computational resources. For this reason, we supplement the results 
of our SATM process with a prioritized list of these other essential needs to ensure that the data backbone 
provided by the SZ4D infrastructure is complemented by the appropriate cyberinfrastructure, model 
development resources, and computing facilities. 

The SATM is presented in Table LS-1 of this document. In this report, we abstract the details of the SATM 
into three tiers that represent the priority of given sets of measurements for addressing our key science 
questions. The tier assignments were made based on several factors. First, we attempted to prioritize those 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1O9cTBIwFWdlMZD7qw84G1kyNmn3ysWeUeCKYx1CJj6I/edit#gid=1923313184
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measurements that crosscut the largest number of our key science questions and so have the greatest 
potential to benefit the largest swath of surface and solid Earth science contained within the Landscapes 
and Seascapes component of the SZ4D. Additionally, measurements that might address the needs of the 
other SZ4D working groups and also strategically engage agencies in data-sharing partnerships were, in 
some cases, promoted in their relative tier to facilitate broad, multi-agency involvement in the SZ4D effort. 
In the following nomenclature, Tier 1 measurements reflect those of highest priority, while Tier 3 
measurements are important (and in many cases necessary) measurements that did not crosscut a large 
number of our key science questions. Several components of the Tier 1, 2, and 3 measurements comprise 
detailed observation of the Earth’s terrestrial and submarine surface through acquisition of, for example, 
high-resolution bathymetric data, repeated lidar and satellite-based optical and synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR) imaging, GNSS monitoring, and environmental monitoring via geophysical and sensor networks. 
This set of surveying infrastructure, which will monitor changes in the Earth’s surface at unprecedented 
spatial and temporal detail, we call the SurfArray. 

Tier 1 priority measurements crosscut virtually all aspects of the Landscapes and Seascapes research 
questions and include the active imaging of the solid Earth surface, as well as changes in the surface over 
time and encompass a critical component of the SurfArray. In particular, comprehensive baseline high-
spatial-resolution (<1 m postings) topography and bathymetry will be essential for mapping past events 
such as landslides, mass transport via volcanic eruptions and submarine and lacustrine turbidity currents, 
volcanic summit inflation and collapse events, near-surface fault slip deformation rupturing (earthquake 
deformations, steady creep, and transient aseismic slow slip), coastal erosion and deposition, glacial loading 
and rebound, and anthropogenically driven geomorphic changes. We also require repeat, high-resolution 
imaging of the solid Earth surface in areas where events have occurred to understand the amount of mass 
mobilized during an event and the surface response to these observed mobilization events. Importantly, 
these acquisition capabilities must be responsive, so that they can be deployed following atmospheric or 
solid Earth events to provide constraints on the surface response. Additionally, we envision drone-based 
lidar and optical platforms as important components of collecting high-resolution subareal imagery. These 
generally low-cost platforms can responsively collect the ultra-high-resolution topography that is required 
for change detection, albeit over small-footprint study areas. Second, measurement of deformation of the 
solid Earth surface is a high-priority measurement for the Landscapes and Seascapes component of SZ4D. 
Satellite-based synthetic aperture radar (SAR) acquisitions from platforms such as the NASA-ISRO SAR 
(NISAR) mission can be used to produce interferometric estimates of topography and surface motion, 
which is crucial for constraining surface deformation due to slow-moving landslides, soil creep, elastic 
strain accumulations around faults, and anthropogenic subsidence due to underground resource extraction. 
This backbone of satellite-based measurements needs to be supplemented with high temporal resolution 
surface motions provided by continuous and campaign GNSS monitoring. We view marine geodetic 
monuments as being a key component of the Landscapes and Seascapes mission to constrain rates of 
deformation in the upper plate. The rates of deformation derived from these sources provide crucial 
constraints on the energy budget across the subduction zone and help to quantify sediment inputs that arise 
from motions of hillslopes whose rates are modulated over seasons and individual storms.  
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The SATM process identified four Tier 2 measurements, all of which are important for answering 
components of our key research questions. Several elements of Tier 2 are also central to the SurfArray, while 
others leverage and build on this long-term monitoring efforts. Repeated, satellite-based, high-resolution 
(<1 m pixels) optical imaging is a measurement that crosscuts many of our questions, but whose utility is 
confined to the subareal surface. Numerous (and increasing) constellations of orbiting optical-imaging 
satellites provide an emerging dataset that allows observations of surface events at high spatial (meter scale) 
and temporal (daily) resolution. Comparison of daily images can be used to track sediment-generating 
events (e.g., landslide events) and how channel morphology adjusts to these events as floods transport 
sediment downstream. Rapid satellite tasking can help target post-event landscape response. Second, 
tracking sediment through the transport system will require networks of sensors that collect a time series 
of river discharge and sediment concentrations. Additionally, these ground-based sensor networks need to 
be able to capture the meteorological events that lead to this transport, so that these spatially dense 
measurements can be used to downscale observations from satellites that capture broad areas at much lower 
spatial resolution. These sensor networks, when used in conjunction with existing satellite-based climate 
monitoring systems, provide the information needed to understand the triggers of sediment-transport 
events. Third, a range of geochronologic capabilities will be required to contextualize real-time observations 
of individual sediment-generation events and constrain the subduction-zone energy budget. A growing 
understanding of and ability to precisely measure samples using cosmogenic nuclides is rapidly expanding 
our ability to quantify rates of denudation at catchment to outcrop scales that span millenia to <~1 Myr.  
Radiocarbon remains one of the gold standards for Holocene dating. Optically stimulated luminescence 
(OSL) and infrared stimulated luminescence (IRSL) methods can constrain deposit ages over tens to 
hundreds of thousands of years. Longer-term rates of denudation of Earth’s crust (>Myr) can be established 
using a wide number of thermochronologic techniques.  Together, these geochronologic measurements can 
provide insight into changes in the surface of the subduction zone, the ways in which long-term 
deformation is accommodated by faults in the upper plate, and the role that intrusions and eruptions might 
play in the erosion of the mountainous areas of subduction zone systems. Finally, it will be critical to track 
sediment transport across the subaerial and submarine transport conduits. Environmental geophysical 
measurements can help to quantify this transport, because they can measure impulses delivered by 
mobilized mass during large landslide events, flood-related sediment transport, or energetic offshore 
density currents. 

Finally, the Landscapes and Seascapes component of the SZ4D identified a number of measurements that 
are essential for answering specific aspects of our key research questions, but do not crosscut a majority of 
these questions and most of these data needs are not included in the SurfArray. Examples of these priorities 
include stable isotopes and clumped isotope geothermometry, which can reveal past climatic conditions 
and paleoelevation, coring of specific areas that can reveal local earthquake histories, and trenching used to 
constrain earthquake history along particular faults. Their rating as Tier 3 priorities is not to be confused 
with their importance for the efforts of the Landscapes and Seascapes component of the SZ4D. Rather, these 
types of measurements need to be tailored to the details of specific sites, and so are not well suited to provide 
a “backbone” of data for many scientists studying particular subduction zone segments. Instead, these 
necessary measurements might be facilitated by individual PI-driven research that is supported by the larger 
SZ4D effort. 
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Several of the Landscapes and Seascapes measurement priorities crosscut the different working groups and 
thus serve as integration points for developing a cross-cutting SZ4D effort. From our Tier 1 measurements, 
the MDE group will need high-resolution and multi-temporal topography to understand the geometry of 
volcanoes and estimate mass balance through volcanic events.  InSAR measurements strongly crosscut all 
three groups, as surface deformation is a key component of understanding strain accumulation that results 
from magma migration and creep along the subduction interface. Additionally, from our Tier 2 
measurements, optical imaging of the subareal surface appears a need for the MDE group, to identify the 
location of, characterize, and monitor sampled areas on particular volcanoes. Similarly for the FEC group, 
such imaging enables characterization of slip along terrestrial faults as a result of earthquakes to steady 
creep. Additionally, our need to track the initiation and transport of mass using environmental geophysics 
clearly crosscuts instrument pools that will be required by both MDE and FEC.  Our need for 
geochronologic measurements should be an integral part of the MDE program, as the prehistoric eruptive 
history of volcanic eruptions—recorded by surface processes—is essential context for understanding 
current volcanic unrest and should also be an integral part of FEC as a way of understanding the impacts of 
past megathrust-generated earthquakes and tsunamis.  Finally, our environmental sensor networks share 
many of the same deployment challenges as MDE, in terms of creating generalized and modular data 
pipelines, communication systems, and data management schemes. 

While our SATM process was valuable for identifying the key measurement priorities of the Landscapes 
and Seascapes component of the SZ4D, there are several infrastructural needs that do not cleanly fall under 
its rubric. The three general categories discussed by our working group included the need for a robust 
cyberinfrastructure for organizing, distributing, and archiving data from the SurfArray; integrated field-
based experiments and observatories to systematically manipulate / observe transport events and 
coordinate measurements; and the development of high-throughput geochronologic facilities capable of 
meeting the demands of the SZ4D project in a way that maintains uniform quality standards. Organizations 
such as OpenTopography, NASA’s Earthdata, and UNAVCO/IRIS may serve as a backbone for 
cyberinfrastructure, but the heterogeneous data sources will require support to implement. (These needs 
share affinity with the MDE group.) Field experiments, both onshore and offshore, could be imagined to 
observe, and perhaps even initiate mass transport events—coordinated measurements within field 
observatories would most effectively utilize resources for this type of effort. Additionally, methodologies 
such as detrital Ar-Ar would be revolutionary for tracking provenance, but new high-throughput 
geochronology facilities might need to be developed to enable this capability. 

Finally, numerical modeling must be a central tool for addressing the hypotheses arising from our key 
research questions. We need a funding structure that enables the sustained development of new 
methodologies that simulate landscape-forming processes over the vast range of timescales of their 
operation and link these surface processes to the geodynamics of the solid Earth. Numerical models of 
forearc deformation need to include elastic and inelastic deformation at short and long timescales, surface 
processes, localized slip along discontinuities and thermal structure of magmatic systems, and fluid flow 
architecture of the forearc. No single modeling framework handles all of these processes well, and so model 
development and integration will be necessary to successfully address our key research questions. In 
addition to the human resources that are required to develop these coupled models, large-scale 
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computational infrastructure is necessary to run models at the scale of a subduction zone.  These are 
essential needs of the Landscapes and Seascapes component of the SZ4D, which may be met with more 
involved collaboration with, and commitment from those with the numerical expertise and access to large-
scale computational resources, specifically the SZ4D-Modeling Collaboratory for Subduction (MCS), 
Community Surface Dynamics and Modeling System (CSDMS), and Computational Infrastructure for 
Geodynamics (CIG). 

 

NOTIONAL EXPERIMENTS 

The Landscapes and Seascapes working group developed a set of notional experiments to test the 
hypotheses derived from our key research questions. The design of our notional experiments follows the 
philosophy that strict tests of conceptual models require some sort of experimental manipulation in which 
relevant conditions are held constant while a single factor is systematically varied. In natural systems of the 
scale and complexity of entire subduction zones, this type of experimental manipulation is not possible, and 
so our approach relies on comparing subduction zone segments where many of the relevant factors are 
known and the cross-comparison yields insights on the effects of variations in a single factor. The paired 
experimental design may be used to falsify quantitative models of geomorphic transport and forearc 
deformation within subduction zones, in a similar way as a strictly controlled experiment might. Finally, 
such a paired subduction zone segment design is useful for identifying the ideal geographies of our natural 
experiments, where controlled variations in the particular factors of interest may be present.  

 Notional experiment 1: This experiment explores the role of recurrence time of landscape-impacting solid 
Earth, magmatic, and atmospheric events on sediment generation and transit time from onshore source to 
offshore sink (Figure LS-1). For these experiments, we would ideally like to use a paired set of subduction 
zone segments that have either similar solid Earth or atmospheric conditions, while the other set of factors 
varied between the subduction zone segments. For example, to explore the impact of atmospheric events, 
ideally, convergence rate, subduction angle, and frequency-magnitude relationships for large earthquakes 
and magmatic events would remain approximately constant between subduction zone segments while 
climatic parameters (e.g., precipitation, storminess, and temperature) would vary. The differences in 
climate would presumably alter the distribution of the frequency, magnitude, and spatial extent of storms 
impacting the subduction zone landscapes and seascapes. In this case, a successful experiment would 
require field measurements and data to capture the impact of a single event and the integrated effect of 
multiple events, as well as longer timescale data that would elucidate how these events cumulated to produce 
the long-term transport of mass across the subduction zone system. It is also important to acknowledge that 
many of these factors may covary by nature of the processes in operation.  For instance, climate-driven 
sediment delivery to the trench has been hypothesized to impact the coupling within subduction zones, and 
so at least over long timescales, it may be difficult to isolate these factors. Because natural experiments may 
not allow perfect isolation of controlling factors, parametric studies using numerical models might augment 
the study of the natural systems by serving as thought experiments to better interpret covariations seen in 
natural systems. Necessarily, such models should couple solid Earth deformation (earthquakes and 
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magmatic) with surface processes. This will allow comparison with field data that characterize processes 
occurring at a similarly wide range of timescales. 

Notional experiment 2: This notional experiment seeks to understand the interplay between evolving 
topography, deformation, and magmatic processes within the upper plate of the subduction zone. (Figure 
LS-2). While many variations are possible for the notional experiment, two variants outlined here offer key 
insights into the feedbacks between subduction zone and Earth surface processes. In one variant, we would 
compare subduction zone segments with similar degrees of convergence rate, coupling, magmatic flux, and 
forearc lithotectonic complexity, but different mean forearc slopes, to isolate the interplay between 
topographic loading and upper plate deformation and magmatism. In another variant, we would compare 
subduction zones with similar viscous coupling depth, mean slope, contraction rate, mantle melt influx 
rates, and heat flow, but different lithotectonic complexity and duration of subduction, to illuminate the 
role that crustal structure and subduction history produced by the geologic assembly of the forearc and arc 
plays in partitioning deformation and magmatism in the upper plate. As with our previous notional 
experiment, numerical models that are framed as either parametric studies or simulations can provide 
guideposts to aid comparison between subduction zone segments with multiple differences due to the 
imperfect nature of crustal experiments.  

These notional experiments represent abstract aspirational studies that could ideally be performed if 
subduction zone segments with all of the targeted variations existed. However, natural circumstances do 
not present all combinations of factors of interest in the notional experiments. Thus, the possible sets of 
experiments, and the specific forms they will take, depend on the characteristics associated with paired sets 
of particular subduction zone segments. In this way, it is not possible to divorce the discussion of our 
notional experiments from the natural conditions available in specific subduction zone systems. The section 
on Site Evaluation lends some specific form to the notional experiments through a review of the properties 
of different subduction zone segments and a comparison of segment pairs. That chapter seeks to identify 
obvious sets of subduction zone segments whose comparison might lead to reasonably well-constrained 
natural experiments. However, the general form of our notional experiments is intended to additionally 
allow space for individual PI-driven research that might compare particular aspects of subduction zone 
segments that are not specifically called out in the Site Evaluation section below as being most amenable to 
addressing our key research questions through a decade-long, community-wide initiative.    

 
IMMEDIATE SCIENCE ACTIVITIES  

While the majority of our proposed hypotheses require new and cutting-edge datasets, significant progress 
can be made through analysis of existing data and ideas. Below we describe examples of how existing 
datasets and numerical models may advance our understanding of how mass is mobilized and transported 
across landscapes and seascapes, and constrain the energy budget of subduction zone systems. Additionally, 
we describe the ways in which these analyses could be coordinated with the primary SZ4D experiments. 

Recent advances in airborne and terrestrial lidar techniques, as well as autonomous underwater vehicle 
bathymetric surveys, have provided high-resolution digital elevation models that allow us to explore short- 
and long-term surface deformation and disturbances across landscapes and seascapes (e.g., Booth et al., 
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2018; LaHusen et al., 2020; Hilley et al., 2020). For example, in Cascadia, where a significant portion of the 
landscape has been imaged at high resolution (e.g., Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, 
Puget Sound Lidar Consortium), recent work to correlate landslide surface roughness with event age (e.g., 
LaHusen et al., 2016) enabled researchers to develop landslide inventories based on geomorphic criteria 
and to test the extent to which climatic changes (e.g., Booth et al., 2018) or ground shaking (e.g., LaHusen 
et al., 2020) have contributed to changes in landslide abundance. These long-term archives of landslide age 
and distribution are essential to understanding how solid Earth and atmospheric events mobilize mass 
across Earth’s surface. Yet, only small segments of subduction zone landscapes, where variations in forcing 
factors may be subtle, have been characterized to date.  Newly collected bathymetry and sediment cores 
may make analogous techniques applicable offshore (e.g., Hill et al., 2020), helping to elucidate the extent 
of slip on recent megathrust ruptures and to discriminate marine turbidites created during shaking from 
other triggering mechanisms. Similarly, new analyses of drainage basin morphology sheds light on linkages 
between the subduction zone earthquake cycle and the development of forearc topography (Penserini et al., 
2017; Gallen & Wegmann, 2017; Gallen & Fernández-Blanco, 2021), which is directly applicable to testing 
the subduction zone energy budget. Likewise new approaches that link surface deformations, coastal and 
offshore geometry, and interseismic coupling (e.g., Saillard et al., 2017) would leverage existing data to 
provide an expanded and holistic view of the subduction zone energy budget. 

Additionally, modern geodetic techniques such as InSAR can reveal centimeter-scale surface deformation 
that can provide further insight into crustal deformation during different phases of earthquake cycles, 
volcanic unrest, landslides, and anthropogenic disturbance (e.g., Bürgmann et al., 2000; Avouac, 2015; 
Shirzaei et al., 2016; K. D. Murray & Lohman, 2017; Handwerger et al., 2019). A holistic view of high-
resolution surface change across a subduction zone landscape remains elusive, but the data exist to create a 
community dataset for monitoring regional surface change (e.g., InSAR Norway; https://insar.ngu.no/). 
Geochronology, such as radiocarbon, luminescence, cosmogenic, and low-temperature thermochronology, 
provide insight into longer-term rates and patterns of deformation and erosion within subduction systems. 
For example, cooling-driven exhumation recorded by thermochronology data has been used to identify the 
timing of subduction initiation (e.g., Thomson et al., 1998; Sutherland et al., 2009; Schoettle-Greene et al., 
2020) and geodynamically significant events such as subduction of seamounts, spreading ridges, or 
extrusion and oceanward migration of a slab (e.g., Villagómez & Spikings, 2013; Stevens Goddard & 
Fosdick, 2019). Luminescence and 10Be surface exposure dating of differentially uplifted marine terraces 
and shorelines places limits on the timing and rates of subduction zone uplift and active tectonics within 
the upper plate (e.g., Saillard et al., 2011; Gallen et al., 2014; Binnie et al., 2016; Ott et al., 2019a), while 
catchment-wide erosion rates from detrital cosmogenic radionuclides allow an estimation of landscape 
evolution and erosional response to such subduction-driven uplift (e.g., Olivetti et al., 2012; Ott et al., 
2019b). Geochronology data such as these are essential for understanding aspects of all proposed hypotheses 
for SZ4D landscapes and seascapes, from direct observations of surface disturbance and sediment flux to 
time-evolving boundary conditions for magmatic and tectonic deformation models. Yet, at present, these 
data are generally limited to individual studies and specialized researchers.  

In the context of achieving SZ4D’s immediate science goals, modeling studies serve two important 
purposes. First, models can link different subduction zone processes to one another, elucidating key 
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feedbacks that crosscut the three working groups. For example, in the case of studies situated in extensional 
systems, models have been used to directly quantify the changes in energy that accompany the creation and 
destruction of topography. Redistribution of sediment through erosional and depositional processes 
diminishes body forces in some regions (surface uplift), while increasing loads in others (surface lowering) 
(e.g., Fuller et al., 2006). Moreover, the creation of topography through arc magmatic processes builds 
topography and impacts climate while creating impulsive loads on existing topography (e.g., Lee et al., 
2015). Simultaneously, magmatism modifies chemical reactivity of surface rocks, sediment distribution 
pathways, and underlying crustal rheology. These numerical models have been used to link seemingly 
disparate observables to one another, such as erosional efficiency to the localization of deformation. For 
example, models have shown that more erosive conditions localize deformation onto fewer, longer-lived 
normal faults, while inefficient erosion tends to distribute the strain across many faults with little offset 
(e.g., Olive et al., 2014). Further, models have associated the location of eruptions in rifts to the creation of 
rift valley topography (e.g., Maccaferri et al., 2014). Similar models can be readily developed for subduction 
systems to gain insight into links between solid Earth processes, climate, rock lithology, lithospheric 
rheology, and magmatism—all of which are central components of the subduction zone energy budget. 

 

SITE EVALUATION  

The Landscapes and Seascapes working group conducted an evaluation of site characteristics to identify 
those subduction zones that offer conditions to carry out the notional experiments. We evaluated 
subduction zone segments in steps. First, we performed a comprehensive review of different subduction 
zone segments, which were defined to achieve roughly equivalent along-strike dimensions (~200–400 km) 
where tectonic, geologic, and climatic parameters might be viewed as approximately constant (Table LS-
2).  We then used an “advocacy” approach, in which working- and interest-group members familiar with 
these areas summarized the properties of these different subduction zone segments. Importantly, we 
reviewed both scientific and logistical aspects when considering site appropriateness. In a second step, the 
working group identified segments that would be problematic for study by the Landscapes and SeaScapes 
community, either because of a lack of essential attributes or logistical factors that would prevent safe access 
to those areas. In a third step, we mapped our notional experiments onto sets of these subduction zone 
segments to determine those groupings that might be used to perform “quasi-controlled” experiments in 
which many properties were regarded as approximately equivalent, while a limited number of others varied. 
This process helped us to identify a number of combinations of subduction zone segments that appeared to 
meet the design of the notional experiments. 

The group determined four essential site characteristics required to carry out our notional experiments 
and hypothesis testing. First, at least some proportion of the site must include subaerial forearc exposure 
(free of ice). Second, observational constraints must exist or be acquirable at suitable sites. (These 
observations are described and ranked in the section on Traceability of the Scientific Questions Through 
Practical Activities). Third, we require at least some portion of the site to include rocks with minerals 
amenable to geochronology and thermochronology such as quartz, apatite, and zircon. Fourth, we require 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cXCcRjzF58m-jWOF2PwcFPUI0QHJjqnYbL9Wb8MiSFs/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cXCcRjzF58m-jWOF2PwcFPUI0QHJjqnYbL9Wb8MiSFs/edit#gid=0
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that safe access to the study area is at least possible, and that particularities of data release within individual 
countries do not preclude open export and publishing of data and research results. 

With these constraints in mind, the Landscapes and SeaScapes working group identified a list of 
unworkable subduction zones, based on the fact that they contain insufficient subaerial landscape: the 
North Pacific (Aleutian Islands), Kurile, Philippines, Ryukyu, Puysegur, the Caribbean, Tonga, Kermadec, 
Fiji, Mariana, Izu-Bonin, and Macquarie subduction zones.  Similarly, those with no seascape, including the 
Apennine and Caucasus segments of the Mediterranean, were regarded as suboptimal. Next, it is our 
understanding that data export from Indonesia makes this an untenable area to conduct open research. 
Finally, we felt that risks due to working in countries in the upper plate of the Makran segment were high 
enough to potentially jeopardize the ability to safely perform the required research activities.  

In our final step, we discussed the remaining subduction zone segments to identify pairs that might make 
favorable comparisons that would allow us to carry out some form of the notional experiments. These 
pairings are not meant to be comprehensive, nor does their order convey any priority. There are surely 
other pairings possible, even cases where single subduction zone segments may show significant and 
systematic along-strike variability that can be used to construct smaller-scale notional experiments (e.g., the 
Hikurangi subduction zone; Table LS-2). 

We identified several interesting pairings of the Cascadia subduction zone with other subduction zone 
segments. Cascadia is an accretionary margin that experiences large, megathrust ruptures and is situated in 
a temperate climate. The topography of the subduction zone system lends itself to producing significant 
orography—an attribute that was of interest to many in the working group. A first comparison to Cascadia 
might be the Central Hellenic subduction zone, which exhibits similar rates of convergence, but whose 
megathrust largely creeps aseismically and whose forearc is actively extending. The hot summer 
Mediterranean climate and widespread exposure of carbonates contrast with the climate of, and rock types 
exposed within, Cascadia. Thus, while their convergence rates are similar, rupture behavior, forearc stresses, 
climate, and exposed lithology are not. While it was acknowledged that the lack of control on many factors 
may confound simple application of the notional experimental framework, there was a sentiment that such 
a comparison might provide insight into our key research questions.  A second comparison with Cascadia 
might be made with the Maule-Valdivia segment of the Andean subduction zone. Here, many factors, 
including climate, physiography of the arc, the generation of large subduction zone earthquakes, the degree 
of coupling of the subduction megathrust, and in some areas, the presence of a young downgoing oceanic 
slab, are similar to Cascadia. Yet, the rate of convergence along the Maule-Valdivia segment is far higher 
than the Cascadia subduction zone, which allows us to systematically vary the time of impacting solid Earth 
versus atmospheric processes (Research Question 1) by comparing these two segments. Additionally, the 
rate of energy addition to the upper plate due to frictional coupling along the megathrust is likely higher in 
the Maule-Valdivia segment, which provides a systematic manipulation of the energy inputs into the 
subduction zone system between these two cases (Research Question 2). 

Another set of subduction-zone segments that might be compared include the Alaskan (mainland) subduction 
zone and the Austral Andes. Both of these subduction zone segments are located in high-latitude areas, 
where glacial erosion is a central landscape feature. Both have a component of trench-parallel motion, which 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cXCcRjzF58m-jWOF2PwcFPUI0QHJjqnYbL9Wb8MiSFs/edit#gid=0
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partitions upper plate strain. However, convergence rates along the Alaska subduction zone segment are 
far greater than the Austral Andes, allowing a systematic variation of convergence rate, which impacts 
landscape processes (Research Question 1) and the energy budget of the subduction zone system (Research 
Question 2). There may be additional utility in the Alaska subduction zone system in this comparison, as 
systematic, along-strike differences in the nature of the material being subducted varies along the 
subduction zone, which will alter the normal tractions acting along the base of the upper plate due to 
differences in the buoyancy of the subducting material.   

We also identified the Nankai and Cocos-Panama subduction (in the area of northern Costa Rica) as potential 
paired systems. Convergence rates between these two systems are broadly similar, but the thickness of 
sediment entering the trench varies systematically between the two subduction zone systems. In the case of 
Nankai, the thick sedimentary section is associated with active accretion of the margin, whereas the 
sediment-starved Cocos Plate is not, and appears to have fundamentally different upper-plate kinematics. 
These two contrasting situations likely alter the energy budget between these subduction zones as the 
transfer of mass from the downgoing slab to the upper plate likewise transfers energy to the subduction 
zone system (Research Question 2). 

The Landscapes and Seascapes working group acknowledged the fact that the subduction zone segments along 
the Andean margin provided a fairly unique opportunity to control for and vary many factors related to both 
our research questions by simply moving along strike within the subduction zone system. The climates along 
the Andean forearc are controlled by macroscale atmospheric and ocean circulation, which sets up large 
climate differences along the subduction zone segments. The scale of the subduction zone segments is large 
enough to discriminate the effects of individual rupture segments and boundaries of climate systems from 
one another.  For example, comparisons between the Ecuadorian, Arica, and Maule-Valdivia segments 
control for tectonic geometries, but allow variations in climate to be explored. Comparisons between the 
Arica and Pampean segments allow climate to be held fixed, while tectonic geometry could be studied. 
Comparisons between some parts of the Peruvian and Pampean segments might allow climate to vary in 
flat-slab subduction areas. In general, the group noted that there are “gradients upon gradients” within the 
larger Andean subduction system, which provide a rich opportunity to build a substantial number of notional 
experiments. 

The working group also noted (as documented in Table LS-2) that not all of these pairings represent 
experiments that can be carried out with logistical ease. In particular, members of the working group noted 
the challenges associated with working in Alaska and the Austral Andes.  Both cases have poor 
infrastructure, and field seasons will necessarily be limited. Thus, while these sites (and this pairing) present 
an opportunity to investigate some aspects of our notional experiments, the working group speculated that 
these practical challenges would increase cost and require more time and human resources. Access to field 
sites in the central Andes, notably in Peru and parts of Chile, may be limited because of private land. None 
in the working group had direct and recent experience working in, for example, the Colombian Andes, but 
years ago, work could be jeopardized by the activity of paramilitary groups. Thus, additional organizational 
and cooperative agreements between academic and governmental entities will be required to successfully 
carry out the Landscapes and Seascapes component’s research plans. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cXCcRjzF58m-jWOF2PwcFPUI0QHJjqnYbL9Wb8MiSFs/edit#gid=0
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The Landscapes and Seascapes working group members noted particular opportunities to draw on the 
investments of other countries and organizations interested in subduction zone research.  For example, 
there is already a wealth of information from the Nankai subduction zone—setting up cooperative and data-
sharing agreements would help increase the number of potential experiments with little cost. Similar data-
sharing agreements with organizations in the EU that are supporting the study of the different components 
of the Mediterranean subduction zone system might also facilitate comparisons with limited additional cost. 
Finally, GNS New Zealand may make substantial investments in subduction zone science studies, and data-
sharing agreements with this organization could allow the SZ4D to leverage the unique circumstances of 
the Hikurangi subduction-zone system with limited investment. Thus, while it is clear that the SZ4D will 
not be active in all of the subduction zone systems our group discussed, partnerships with international 
organizations have the potential to greatly expand the breadth of scientific discoveries by increasing the 
number of experiments we might execute. 

 

OUTLINE OF INITIAL PLAN FOR COMMUNITY COORDINATION  

In the past, the surface process community has typically not been involved in large, decadal-scale, 
community-wide research efforts (with the notable exception of the Critical Zone Observatories). Thus, the 
SZ4D project represents an unprecedented and exciting opportunity to further the study of subduction zone 
landscapes and seascapes through an organized, community-wide effort. This makes community 
coordination especially important for the success of the Landscapes and Seascapes component of the SZ4D 
initiative. We regard the community as spanning engaged scientists, institutions, and domestic and 
international partners collectively invested in SZ4D.   

To build this community, we propose a range of SZ4D Landscapes and Seascapes-level programs to 
promote community engagement, network building, idea exchange, and ultimately synthesis of results. An 
international exchange of researchers would be one such program to build capacity and collaboration 
among host countries. SZ4D-sponsored graduate student and faculty exchanges with international hosting 
countries would build lasting relationships among the global subduction-zone science community. 
Additionally, a wealth of information collected by the host country through various governmental and 
academic entities likely exists in many of these areas—an exchange involving international students and 
senior scientists would help to integrate this prior knowledge base into SZ4D efforts. A successful 
international community would require partners to be co-equal investigators with access to educational 
opportunities for themselves and their students. Similarly, a domestic graduate student exchange program 
among SZ4D-supported PIs would foster the exchange of ideas and integration of research needed for a 
successful Landscapes and Seascapes program. The international and domestic graduate trainee exchange 
programs would help to coordinate PI and student-level research, but more importantly, promises to 
broaden the knowledge base of student participants, expand their professional networks, and jump-start a 
community of next-generation leaders in subduction zone surface process science. In addition, a structured 
and coordinated training and exchange program would be able to acknowledge outstanding contributions 
to subduction zone surface process research. We envision partnering with existing public and private 
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scientific capacity-building programs, such as those sponsored by the USAID Bureau for Humanitarian 
Assistance, GeoHazards International, and others. 

Meetings offer another means of SZ4D Landscapes and Seascapes community building. We plan to hold 
annual SZ4D Landscapes and Seascapes-sponsored international and domestic workshops, webinars, 
conferences, and field trips to further community development. These events will have topical and planning 
themes with defined outcome goals. For example, events can serve the purpose of coordinating new, 
ongoing, and past PI experiments and datasets, identifying new research and infrastructure needs, 
showcasing new studies and findings, and synthesizing results across disciplinary, organizational, and 
political boundaries. These events would also provide a platform to organize logistics and assess progress 
toward the overarching Landscapes and Seascapes science objectives. The Landscapes and Seascapes 
working group sees benefit in a centralized means of facilitating exchange opportunities, development of 
professional networks, and fostering of a new scientific community. 

A structure for coordination of community science is necessary to build an engaged network of 
participating scientists, institutes, and facilities necessary for execution of scientific priorities, research 
activities, and data management. We present two end-member potential organizational structures that 
facilitate the SZ4D Landscapes and Seascapes notional experiments through PI-driven studies. Both 
organizational structures aim to maximize transparency, build community consensus on essential scientific 
targets, and organize PI-driven research and data streams to enable community-wide efforts to allow 
successful, comprehensive synthesis of results. One coordination plan involves the identification of 
overarching scientific priorities needed to achieve the goals of the bigger-picture experiments. Program 
solicitations would be carefully tailored to stimulate PI-driven research proposals targeting the identified 
scientific goals. Proposals would be assessed on quality and alignment with the mission forwarded within 
the specific solicitation and SZ4D more broadly. The goal would be to foster a PI-driven ecosystem of 
science and data generation and sharing that produces the building blocks needed to realize the broader 
notational experiments. An alternative organizational structure focuses on building a scientific advisory 
group with the task of finding consensus of scientific targets that drive decision-making and study design 
to ensure that each essential component of the experiment is completed. This model differs from the last in 
that program targets are more specific, and a broader community is engaged in building consensus on 
incremental science targets. In this case, the science would still be PI-driven, but program directives would 
be more tightly tethered to objectives defined by the community. Such a community-driven advisory 
structure might help to allow adaptation to emerging SZ4D questions and continually align the 
investigations around community-driven science priorities. 

There exist several aspects of community coordination related to development, implementation, and 
maintenance of large-scale technological and data acquisition needs, analytical facility support and access, 
and numerical model development and infrastructure needed to simulate subduction systems. Many Tier 
1 Landscapes and Seascapes SATM measurement requirements involve large spatial footprint terrestrial 
and submarine remote-sensing surveys (drones, air and sea craft, satellite). Other large-scale measurement 
efforts include environmental geophysics arrays and sensor networks. These data streams require 
partnerships with and support for existing facilities that maintain the available expertise, equipment, and 
infrastructural capabilities. In some cases, these capabilities and data already exist or soon to be available 
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(e.g., NASA-ISRO NISAR, ESA Copernicus Sentinel missions, commercial high-resolution imagery), and 
SZ4D partnerships could serve to facilitate and streamline data access. In other cases, data and 
infrastructure exist that assist in maintaining data streams, but additional SZ4D support will help expand 
the existing capabilities to handle the needs of Landscapes and Seascapes (e.g., USGS, OpenTopography, 
NASA Earthdata, IRIS, UNAVCO, CUAHSI).   

Finally, new technological developments and associated infrastructure are needed to integrate generated 
datasets across the subduction zone landscapes and seascapes (e.g., seamless merging of topographic and 
bathymetric data) that can be developed and maintained by partnering with existing facilities and/or by 
forming new organizational units within SZ4D. 

Analytical data (e.g., geochronology), must be acquired and synthesized to test Landscapes and Seascapes 
hypotheses. Unlike many of the large, centralized data facilities that can be used to process and archive 
remote-sensing data, geochronologic facilities are numerous and somewhat heterogeneous in their 
instrumentation and protocols. Thus, SZ4D will need a vehicle to allow individual PIs engaged in SZ4D 
investigations to access these heterogeneous facilities in a way that maintains consistent data quality 
through adoption of common protocols and standardization. We suggest drawing and expanding on 
existing NSF investments in EarthCube to ensure that results are comparable across labs and subduction 
zone segments. Through SZ4D coordination between modelers, field scientists, and geochronologists, key 
modeling needs will be identified and new capabilities generated for hypothesis testing using coupled 
subduction system models. Central to this effort is coordination and collaboration with SZ4D-MCS to help 
identify key science targets and modeling needs to meet Landscapes and Seascapes research objectives. 
Furthermore, this process can benefit from the existing groundwork for coupled surface process-
geodynamic numerical model development and infrastructure provided by NSF-sponsored organizations 
such as the CSDMS and the CIG. Collaborations between these organizations have already led to the 
development of new infrastructure that is capable of more easily coupling geodynamic and earth surface 
process models. Landscapes and Seascapes would ideally collaborate and integrate with these existing efforts 
and help inspire new modeling efforts and capabilities. 

 




